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Abstract 
The design of efficient, reliable communication protocols has long been an area of active research 
in computer science and engineering, and will remain so while the technology continues to evolve, 
and information becomes increasingly distributed. This thesis examines the problem of predicting 
. the performance of a multi-layered protocol system directly from formal specifications in the ISO 
specification language Estelle, a general-purpose Pascal-based language with support for concurrent 
processes in the form of communicating extended finite-state machines. 
The thesis begins with an overview of protocol engineering, and a discusses the areas of perfor-
mance evaluation and protocol specification. Important parts of the mathematics of discrete-time 
semi-Markov processes are presented to assist in understanding the approaches to performance eval-
uation described later. 
Not much work has been done to date in the area of performance prediction from specifications. 
The idea was first mooted by Rudin, who illustrated it with a simple model based on the global state 
reachability graph of a set of synchronous communicating FSMs. About the same time Kritzinger 
proposed a closed multiclass queueing model. Both of these approaches are described, and their 
respective strengths and weaknesses pointed out. 
Two new methods are then presented. They have been implemented as part of an Estelle-based 
CASE tool, the Protocol Engineering Workbench (PE!V). In the first approach, we show how discrete-
time semi-Markov chain models can be derived from meta-executions of Estelle specifications, and 
consider ways of using these models predictively. The second approach uses a structure similar to 
a global-state graph. Many of the limitations of Rudin's approach are overcome, and our technique 
produces highly accurate performance predictions. 
The PEW is also described in some detail, and its use in performance evaluation illustrated with 
some examples. The thesis concludes with a discussion of the strengths an·d weaknesses of the new 
methods, and possible ways of improving them. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Possibly the greatest impact of the personal computer has been the enormous growth in networking, 
firstly in the growth of local area networks, and more recently in wide-area internets. This growth 
has been accompanied by continual technological advances with which the standards-making bodies 
have struggled to keep up (the Internet excepted). The need for software-engineering techniques and 
tools for designing and testing communication systems and standards thus continues to grow. 
There are numerous sophisticated tools for analysing, monitoring and testing networks, but 
these usually ignore the details of the protocols (or assume a specific protocol family), and are instead 
geared towards analysing network topology and routing issues. Part of the difficulty is that protocols 
are often specified and designed as finite-state machines, and when combined together in networks of 
asynchronous protocol stacks communicating via unreliable channels, the number of possible states 
of the system as a whole is usually enormous (the well-known state explosion problem). The tools 
and techniques that have been developed for analysing collections of communicating finite-state 
machines are primarily aimed at verification, and performance evaluation through simulation. 
Some research has been done into using state-space exploration for performance prediction(Rud83, 
Rud85). A more common approach to performance evaluation requires building an analytical model 
of the protocol, such as a closed queueing network(Kri86). A difficulty with using such models is 
that the model must be constructed from the specification of the communicating FSMs, but the 
model is characterised by a different set of parameters to the protocol - for example, a system may 
be characterised by a protocol timeout setting and channel bit error rate, but a model of the system 
may be characterised by arrival rates and service times of customers in queues. It is usually not 
clear how a change in the protocol will affect the model; in particular, if the model is to be used for 
prediction, it is not clear how its parameter values should be adjusted to predict the performance of 
a particular configuration of the system. 
Thus, performance evaluation directly from protocol specifications is still an open problem, with 
simulation being the only common approach other than hand-construction of analytical models. 
1 
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This thesis presents two new methods of semi-automatic and automatic performance evaluation and 
prediction. A software engineering tool, the Protocol Engineering Workbench (PEW), has been built, 
incorporating these techniques as part of a meta-implementation of the ISO specification method 
Estelle (Extended State Transition Language). This has allowed us to experiment with the methods, 
and compare the results with those obtained from meta-executions. 1 
The first part of this thesis discusses the field of protocol engineering. The main problems involved 
in engineering communication systems are examined, with particular emphasis on the problems of 
specification and performance evaluation of protocols. 
In the second part, a simple semi-Markov model for a collection of communicating FSMs is 
introduced, which can be generated automatically from a meta-execution of the protocol specifica-
tion. The problem of modifying such a model to predict performance is discussed, and some basic 
approaches are described. 
An approach similar to a global state space search is then presented. This technique results in 
a graph structure which is independent of any specific time delay or channel reliability parameter 
values. Given a specific set of values, the graph can be transformed into a parameterised graph by a 
labelling algorithm, and the result can be mapped to an imbedded Markov chain model. The latter 
can be solved to obtain throughput figures for the configuration of the system as described by the 
parameter values. The labelling and solving process can then be repeated for other parameter value 
sets. The results obtained from this approach are extremely accurate. 
The PEW is described in the third part. Each of the major components is described m some 
detail. Some other Estelle-based tools are briefly described and contrasted with the PEW. The PEW 
was first described and demonstrated at Forte '89 [KW90]. The performance evaluation techniques 
were described in [KW91] and [Whe90a], and presented at PSTV XIII [KW93]. 
In the final part two example protocol specifications are examined: the Alternating Bit Protocol, 
and a subset of LAP-B (the X.25 data link layer). Using the PEW, the performance evaluation 
techniques are applied to these protocols and the results compared to those obtained from meta-
executions. 
Finally, the strengths and weaknesses of the methods are discussed, and we consider directions 
in which this work could be taken in the future. 
1 A meta-implementation of Estelle is a controlled environment for the execution of Estelle specifications; an 
execution within the environment is a meta-execution. These terms will become clearer in Section 3.2. 
Part I 
Background 
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Chapter 2 
Protocol Engineering 
The microcomputer revolution has changed our way of using computers. Large central mainframe 
sites are increasingly rare, while many people have personal computers on their desks. The dis-
advantage of this move to distributed computing is the resulting fragmentation of resources and 
information amongst users. This has resulted in a significant growth in the number and size of 
computer networks, to the situation today of enormous international networks allowing rapid com-
munication and transfer of information worldwide. Data communications is now one of the primary 
growth areas in computing and IT. 
Related to this is a user-driven move towards open systems. 'Open systems' is a phrase that is 
widely used but means different things to different people. One of the most useful definitions was 
given by Marshall Rose in [Ros90], who stated that open systems are those in which information is 
structured and mobile. 
Structure makes information useful and accessible. By encapsulating the structure and providing 
a standard method of access, it is possible to interwork different applications having different internal 
structures. To achieve this aim, standards for information access such as Structured Query Language 
(SQL) have been developed. 
Information mobility is as important as structure. If information cannot be moved its use is 
limited; to be shared, it must be transferred. Lying between physical communication media and the 
applications that use them are the providers of services: the communication algorithms or protocols. 
Protocols have been designed to provide numerous services at different levels, such as error-free 
in-order delivery of data, network management, directory services, and multimedia conferencing. 
Higher level services are implemented by protocols which in turn make use of the services provided 
by lower level protocols. 
A good protocol must be flexible, consistent, reliable, efficient, and able to deal with the unex-
pected. These requirements have led to the study of various aspects of protocols, especially: 
4 
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• specification - describing protocols clearly and unambiguously, so developers in different loca-
tions can be sure that their separate implementations are compatible [Boc90, Sun78, vB90]; 
• implementation- turning a specification into an implementation; much study is being done on 
making this process automatic [Bal85, BGS87, SB90]; 
• conformance testing - ensuring the implementation does, in fact, conform to the specification 
[BRW90, Ray87, Lin90, ABG90]; 
• verification - ensuring that the protocol specification and/or implementation guarantees that 
good things will happen but bad things will not [Peh90, Sun78, ABG90, Hol90]; 
• performance evaluation- determining the efficiency of the protocol, and 'tuning' it, if possible, 
to perform better [Con91, Kle88, Lav88, SG78]. 
As a result, a number of methodologies and tools have been created addressing these problem 
areas. This thesis describes two techniques for performance evaluation using analytical models and 
state-space exploration. As analytical models require parameter values, and state-space exploration 
is computationally intensive, these techniques were implemented in the PEW tool. The PEW allows 
the analysis of Estelle specifications of collections of concurrent communicating extended FSMs. 
The next two chapters describe the areas of protocol specification and performance evaluation. 
Chapter 3 
Protocol Performance Evaluation 
There are three major approaches to performance analysis: 
• Direct Measurement and Monitoring 
• Simulation 
• Analytical Modelling 
3.1 Direct Measurement and Monitoring 
The obvious, seemingly ideal method of determining the performance of a system is by measuring the 
system directly in operation, either by a software monitoring system, or by a non-intrusive monitor 
in hardware. 
Included in the category of software monitors is accounting software, commonly available on most 
multi-user computer systems, and execution profi/ers which determine the performance of specific 
programs. Software monitoring can be either event-driven or sampled. In the former approach, 
the software is modified so that it updates statistics when significant events occur, such as a task 
switch, or, in the context of computer communications, a frame being sent or received. Sampling, on 
the other hand, uses a timer-driven interrupt to determine what activity is taking place at regular 
intervals. Sampling has the advantage that the sampling program is independent of the program 
under test; in the event-driven approach the program under test must be modified to gather the 
statistics itself. The frequency of sampling affects the performance of the system; a higher sampling 
rate causes a higher overhead and thus greater degradation of the overall system performance. On 
the other hand, a higher sampling rate results in better samples, so there is a trade-off. The event-
driven approach adds a fixed overhead to the system, and is thus more accurate. 
The disadvantages of direct monitoring are: 
6 
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• a system must be operational before any performance measures can be made, at which stage 
it may be too late to rectify any problems that are found; 
• monitoring hardware/software is often very costly; 
• unless the monitoring system is non-intrusive (in hardware), the act of monitoring itself affects 
the performance; 
• it may be difficult to choose and implement a representative workload for the system; 
• it may be difficult or impossible to experiment with different configurations of the system; 
• monitoring the system may make it unavailable to its normal users. 
The advantage of monitoring is that the results come from the real system and thus automatically 
have some level of credibility. 
Even when using simulation or analytical modelling, the monitoring approach has its uses. A 
simulation or analytical model must be configured with numerical parameters, and the estimation 
of these parameters is a significant problem. Direct monitoring is one way of obtaining reasonable 
parameter values. 
3.2 Simulation 
A popular approach to determining performance is through the use of simulation. Simulation offers 
a high degree of flexibility. It can be used when monitoring is not feasible and the mathematics 
required in analytical modelling is intractable. The degree of accuracy of a simulation can be in-
creased by making the simulation model more detailed and/or exeeuting the simulation for longer 
periods of time. Complete control over all the parameters including time is possible, and the system 
can be observed globally. The primary disadvantages of simulations are the cost and effort involved 
in constructing accurate simulation models, and the amount of execution time required to obtain 
reliable results. When the latter is particularly long, parametric studies may not be practical. Non-
theless, the time required to construct a simulation is typically much less than an implementation, 
and simulations can usually execute much faster than implementations as well. 
Simulations usually center around the generation of pseudo-random numbers with particular 
probability distributions, typically representing arrival times or service times. Because arbitrary 
probability distributions can be used, simulation is useful in cases where the arrival and service-time 
distributions do not lend themselves to analysis. 
The times generated in a simulation are simulated times, and do not correspond with time in the 
real world outside of the simulation. Thus simulation is not a 'real-time' process, but occurs within 
its own time framework. The simulation model is responsible for keeping track of the simulated time, 
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and the scheduling of events in this time frame. This is typically done by maintaining an event list 
which contains a set of events scheduled to occur in the future of the simulation. This list is sorted 
temporally, and new generated events are added at the appropriate point. The basic operation of a 
simulation model is thus: 
1. remove the event at the head of the event list 
2. set the simulation time to be the event time 
3. execute the event 
4. if there are any new events that will occur in the future as a result of executing the event or 
changing the time, determine at what time these events should occur, and place them on the 
event list in the appropriate positions 
5. continue at step 1. 
Building a simulation model is often very complex, and is mostly done iteratively. The model 
needs to be sufficiently detailed to capture all the salient characteristics of the system, while remain-
ing simple enough to understand, and omitting redundant aspects. If the model is too detailed, the 
simulation will execute slower and thus be less useful, while the model will be more time-consuming 
to construct and more difficult to understand. 
Simulation models are typically written using languages specially designed for the purpose, such 
as SIMSCRIPT or GPSS (General Purpose Simulation System). Often, however, these laQ.guages 
constrain the simulation, both through their limitations and because it may be impossible to obtain 
measures other than those provided by the language system itself. 
An alternative to simulation models is the use of a meta-implementation such as that provided 
by the PEW tool described in this thesis. The idea here is to take the actual program/protocol 
which is to be analysed, and imbed it within an environment in which it can execute. In the context 
of protocols, this means: 
• building a compiler and interpreter for the specification language; 
• adding surrounding layers to the specification representing the user of the protocols services 
and the provider of underlying services; 
• using the interpreter to execute the compiled specification. 
In the PEW, a protocol specification should be supplemented by Estelle specifications for an upper 
layer (called the user layer) and a lower layer (called the provider layer). The entire system consisting 
of all of these layers is compiled, and then executed by an interpreter which includes scheduling and 
time management. This allows a formal specification to be used directly as a form of simulation 
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model, leading to a considerable reduction in effort and no loss in accuracy. The same protocol 
specification that would be used to generate an implementation is effectively used as a simulation 
model. The disadvantage is that a specification will execute slower than a simulation which has been 
carefully constructed to include only the absolute essentials. The advantages, however, are many: 
not having to construct a simulation model, knowing that the results obtained are consistent with 
the specification (whereas errors may be introduced in constructing a simulation model), and being 
able to quickly change a specification to see what happens, make meta-implementations extremely 
attractive for obtaining performance measures. Furthermore, a meta-implementation can be adapted 
for other purposes, as this thesis illustrates. 
3.3 Analytical Modelling 
When direct measurement is not possible, a model can be used which captures the salient features 
of the system under study. This model may be a simulation model (discussed above) or a stochastic 
model which can be analysed using standard analytical techniques. Generally, analytical models are 
based on queueing theory, and vary in complexity and thus solution method. 
A drawback of analytical models is that they need to be supplied with a set of parameter values; 
these typically consist of probabilities of routes and service times. Obtaining an appropriate set of 
parameter values is not always easy; usually an implementation must be measured or a simulation 
set up to do this. A tool such as the PEW is invaluable for this purpose. 
The analytical models used for the techniques described in this thesis are based on discrete-time 
Markov theory. A brief summary of that theory is now given. 
3.3.1 Stochastic Processes 
Definition 1 A random variable X is a variable whose value is uncertain, but can be characterised 
by a probability mass function: 
Px(x) = P[x = x] 
1.e. Px(x) is the probability that x has value x. 
Definition 2 A discrete random variable is a random variable whose value space is countable (but 
not necessarily finite). 
Definition 3 A stochastic process is a family of random variables {x(t)} indexed by the time 
parameter t. If the time index set { t} is countable, the process is a discrete-time process. The 
possible values or states that members of {x(t)} can take on constitute its state space. If the 
variables are discrete, the process is called a chain. 
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We restrict our discussion to discrete time chains. 
Treating the random variables as a vector X= [x(tt), x(t 2 ), .. . ], the process can be characterised 
by its joint probability distribution function: 
Fx(x; t) = P[x(tt) :S Xt, ... ' x(tn) :S Xn] 
3.3.2 Markov Processes 
In 1907 A. A. Markov published a paper in which he described a one-step dependency between the 
random variables (that is, systems in which the next state depends only on the current state and 
nothing else). Processes which have this type of dependency are now known as Markov processes. 
The Markov or 'historyless' property can be described as: 
P[x(t) :S X I x(tn) = Xn' x(tn- t) = Xn-1' ... 'x(tt) = xt] 
= P[x(t) :S X I x(tn) = Xn] 
The Markov property requires that the next state can be determined knowing nothing other than 
the current state, not even how much time has been spent in the current state. This may be less of 
a restriction than it seems at first. Consider a process with n states in which the next state depends 
on the two previous states. This system could be replaced by a process with n 2 states, where each 
state in the new process consists of successive pairs of states from the old process. Any dependence 
of future behaviour on a finite number of past states, can, in principle, be treated in the same way. 
Definition 4 A homogeneous Markov chain is one whose probability distributions are stationary 
with respect to time. That is: 
P[x(t) :S X I x(tn) = Xn] = P[x(t- tn) :S X I x(O) = Xn]. 
The Markov property results in restrictions on the distribution of time spent m a state (the 
sojourn timer). The next state must be independent of this time, so the distribution of time must 
satisfy the property: 
P[r ~ s + t IT~ t] = P[r ~ s] 
In the case of a discrete-time Markov chain, the only distribution which satisfies this property is 
the geometric distribution, while for continuous-time the only distribution is -the negative exponential 
distribution. 
A homogeneous discrete-time Markov chain can be described by a stochastic matrix (or transition 
probability matrix) P where: 
Pij = P[Xn+l = j I Xn = i] 
That is, Pii gives the probability of j being the next state given that i is the current state. 
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Definition 5 A Markov chain is irreducible if every state can be reached from every other state. 
Definition 6 Let So denote a subset of the state spaceS, and So its complement. Then So is closed 
if no single-step transition is possible from any state in So to any state in So. If So consists of a 
single state x;, then x; is called an absorbing state. A necessary and sufficient condition for x; 
to be an absorbing state is that Pii = 1, in which case Pi,j = 0 for all j # i so the state does not 
communicate with any other state. 
Let f}m) be the probability of leaving a state Xj and first returning to that same state in m steps. 
Then, the probability of ever returning to state Xj is given by: 
00 
h = Lft) 
m=l 
Definition 7 For any state state x j: 
• if /j = 1 then Xj is called recurrent; else 
• /j < 1 in which case Xj is called transient. 
If the Markov chain can return to state xi only at steps 7], 27], 37], ... where 7J ~ 2 is the largest 
such integer, then x j is called periodic and has period 7J. If 7J = 1 (that is, the process can return to 
state xi at any time), then xi is aperiodic. 
A Markov chain is absorbing if every state in it is either absorbing or transient. 
Definition 8 The mean recurrence time Mj of state Xj as 
00 
Mi = Lmft) 
m=l 
which is the average number number of steps needed to return to state Xj for the first time after 
leaving it. If Mj = oo, then Xj is called recurrent null, otherwise it is called recurrent nonnull. 
We define: 
as the probability of finding the Markov chain in state Xj at step m. 
We now state an important result[Kle76): 
Theorem 1 The states of an irreducible discrete-time Markov chain are all of the same type; thus 
they can be either: 
• all transient, 
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• all recurrent nonnull, or 
• all recurrent null. 
If the states are periodic, they all have the same period. 
Definition 9 The limiting probability distribution { 11'j I xi E S} of a discrete-time Markov 
chain is given by: 
11'j = lim 71'~m) 
m~oo 1 
3.3.3 Steady State Distribution 
For a proof of the following important theorem see (Kle76]. 
Theorem 2 In an irreducible and aperiodic homogeneous Markov chain, the limiting probabilities 
71'· = lim 71'(n) 
J n-oo J 
always exist, and are independent of the initial state probability distribution. Moreover, either 
1. every state Xj is transient or every state Xj is recurrent null in which case 11'j = 0 for all Xj 
and there exists no stationary distribution, or 
2. every state Xj is recurrent non null and then 11'j > 0 for all Xj, in which case the set { 11'j} is a 
stationary probability distribution, and 
where Mj is the mean recurrence time of state Xj. In this case the { 11'j} is uniquely determined 
by the following equations 
1 ( 1) 
L11'iPi,j = (2) 
If II is defined as the vector 
then (2) can be rewritten as: 
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II= TIP 
where P is the transition probability matrix. The vector II is called the steady-state solution of 
the Markov chain. 
The states of a recurrent nonnull discrete time Markov chain are said to be ergodic, as is the 
Markov chain itself. If the state space of the Markov chain is finite (which we will always assume it 
to be), the chain is called finite, and if it is irreducible, then it is ergodic. 
Clearly, in a steady state, the average time r;(t) spent in state x; by the Markov chain during a 
fixed duration t is given by 
r;(t) = 1r;t 
3.3.4 Semi-Markov Processes 
In a Markov process a transition occurs at each time interval, although a transition may return the 
process to the same state. A semi-Markov process is a process in which successive state occupancies 
are governed by the transition probabilities of a Markov process, but whose sojourn times in each 
state are described by a random variable that depends on the state currently occupied and the state 
to which the next transition will be made. At the instants of transition, the semi-Markov process 
behaves just like a Markov process. This Markov process is called the imbedded Markov process of 
the semi-Markov process. 
Consider a discrete time Markov chain with state set S = { x;}. Each state x; has a set of holding 
(or sojourn) times Tij which are the times spent in the state before changing to the various states 
Xj. These holding times are positive integer-valued random variables governed by a probability mass 
function h;j(n), n = 1, 2, ... called the holding time mass function for a transition from state x; to 
state x j, where n represents the discrete time variable. That is, 
h;j(n) = P[rij = n] n = 1, 2, 3, ... ; i, j = 1, 2, ... , IS I 
The waiting timeT; of state x; is the time spent in x; irrespective of the successor state; this has 
the probability mass function 
lSI 
d;(n) = P[r; = n] = LPijhij(n) 
j=l 
The mean holding time T;j is given by: 
00 
T;j = L nh;j(n) 
n=l 
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The mean waiting time r; is related to the mean holding time T;j by 
lSI 
Tj = LPijTij 
j=l 
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The Markov chain structure of a semi-Markov process is the same as that of its imbedded process. 
The interval transition probabilities of a semi-Markov process therefore exhibit a unique limiting 
behaviour within the chain of the imbedded Markov process and we can restrict attention to the 
latter. 
Let • = {¢o,(/Jt, ... ,¢N} be the vector of probabilities tPi that the semi-Markov process is in 
state Xj as time n---> 00 and let fl = {11"o 1 11"[ 1 ••• 1 11"N} be the steady state probability vector of the 
equivalent imbedded Markov chain. 
It can be shown [How71] that 
or 
where 
•=~llM 
"T 
lSI 
'f= L11"jTj 
j=l 
and M is the diagonal matrix [riJ of mean waiting times. 
The average rate at which state x; will be entered is then given by 
"151 -~i=l"/I";T; 
(3) 
and the mean cycle time Cj, defined as the average time between successive occurrences of state 
Xj is given by the reciprocal of this. 
Chapter 4 
The Formal Specification of 
Protocols 
4.1 The Need for Formal Specifications 
Protocols are used to communicate across greatly varying distances and between equipment supplied 
by multiple vendors and having different characteristics. If communication amongst these diverse 
systems is to be at all possible, they must use compatible protocols, including aspects which may 
vary between the communicating computers (such as byte-ordering and word size). The protocols 
are responsible for making each machine appear to the outside world to recognise and obey the same 
set of commands in a consistent way, much like SQL allows different applications to access different 
databases in a consistent manner. 
In order for protocol implementors to be certain that their implementation will have this high 
degree of compatibility, they need a clear and complete specification of the protocol, from low-level 
details such as byte-ordering up to a complete set of responses for every possible event that could 
occur at any time. However, specifications are often drawn up by standards committees, written in 
human languages vulnerable to ambiguity, and are rarely 100% complete and correct. Furthermore, 
such specifications are often a challenge to understand, presented as they are in lengthy documents 
consisting of many highly cross-referenced paragraphs. 
To address this situation, organisations such as IBM[Nas87], the CCITT, and more recently the 
ISO, have developed formal methods for specifying protocols. These formal description techniques 
(FDTs) allow precise, unambiguous specification. Their use has led naturally to the development of 
tools and techniques enabling the analysis of formal specifications for correctness, performance, and 
so on. 
Communication protocols lend themselves to being described as extended finite-state machines 
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(EFSMs), or (equivalently) as event-state tables, describing an action and next state for every pos-
sible event (message arriving, timer expiring, and so on) in each possible state. Several specification 
techniques have been developed based on this model. 
The discussion below introduces the three FDTs that have been accepted as international stan-
dards by the ISO and CCITT. The PEW is based on the Estelle FDT, which is described last and 
in more detail than the others. 
4.2 Standard Specification Languages 
4.2.1 SDL 
SDL[RS82] was designed by the CCITT for specifying functions for telephony-oriented applications. 
It is part of a family of languages together with the high-level language CHILL and the man-machine 
language MML. As SDL was designed for specifying systems for telephony, it is particularly suited 
to large-scale real-time concurrent systems. 
An SDL specification can be in a textual or a graphical form. The original form is the graphical 
form, but the need for a textual form for computer storage and manipulation has led to the devel-
opment of a programming language-like version corresponding closely to CHILL. A pictorial version 
also exists; this is a refinement of the graphics version using special telephony-oriented symbols. 
SDL uses a communicating EFSM approach to specification. It has been extensively used by 
CCITT and by various corporations for defining and documenting operational procedures for con-
current systems. 
4.2.2 LOTOS 
LOTOS (Language of Temporal Ordering Specification) is based on the idea that systems can be 
specified by defining the temporal relations between their externally observable interactions. It has 
been developed particularly for use in OSI (Open System Interconnection) specifications. The un-
derlying formalism of LOTOS is based on process algebras (such as Hoare's CSP); this mathematical 
basis allows LOTOS specifications to be reasoned about formally but has also prevented LOTOS 
becoming popular in industry. 
4.2.3 Estelle 
Estelle (Extended State Transition Language) is an FDT developed by the ISO which was stan-
dardised in 1989 [IS089]. The Estelle FDT is less abstract than most others FDTs, and is geared 
towards implementation. In fact, Estelle is closely related to Pascal in its statements, procedures 
and functions, with some extensions. Estelle specifications consist of module descriptions, where 
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each module is an EFSM. The modules communicate with one another by sending messages asyn-
chronously over infinite-capacity FIFO channels. A full discussion of Estelle is beyond the scope of 
this thesis, but the major features relevant to understanding the remainder of the thesis are outlined; 
for more details see for example [BD88]. 
The Process Structure 
An executing Estelle specification consists of a tree of instances of generic modules. This structure 
may be dynamic; module instances may instantiate or terminate other module instances at any time. 
More typically, the root process instantiates a set of processes and interconnects their IPC channels, 
after which the structure remains static. 
Each module represents an EFSM and consists of a set of states and two sets of state transitions-
an initialisation set and a body set. A random transition from the initialisation set is executed when 
the module is instantiated, after which the initialisation transitions are ignored, and the execution 
of the process consists of the selection and execution of transitions from the body set. 
The relative behaviour of module instances in the hierarchy is determined by the nesting of 
their definitions together with their class qualifiers. The latter may be any one of SYSTEMPROCESS, 
SYSTEMACTIVITY, PROCESS or ACTIVITY. Processes allow for synchronous parallel execution (in that 
several transitions of child modules may be selected for execution and then executed concurrently), 
while activities allow nondeterministic sequential execution (in that only one transition of one child 
will be selected nondeterministically for execution at any time). A module with a class qualifier 
is called attributed; the only non-attributed modules are inactive modules, which, as their name 
suggests, consist only of initialisation parts. Inactive modules may parent only system modules, 
which may in turn parent only process or activity modules. (System)process module instances may 
contain either process or activity children, while (system)activity module instances may contain only 
activity children. A module instance may be created or released only by its parent. 
A consequence of the above is that any initial state of a specification defines a fixed number 
of system instances and communication links between them; this structure, once created, cannot 
change, since the parent of the systems (if there is more than one system) must be unattributed, 
and hence inactive. Furthermore, these systems behave fully asynchronously with respect to one 
another. 
Transitions 
An Estelle transition consists of zero or more clauses, and a transition body containing statements 
which are to be executed when the transition fires. The clauses act as guards, determining whether 
a transition is enabled or not. They include: 
• FROM - specifies the state(s) in which the transition begins; 
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{ Get ACK, discard frame from the buffer, toggle 
the sequence number and return to the ESTAB state } 
FROM ACK_Wait TO Normal 
WHEN n.data_response 
PROVIDED (ndata.id=ACK) AND (ndata.seq=send~eq) 
BEGIN 
send_buf_cnt: =send_buf_cnt-1; 
send~eq:=(send~eq+1) MOD 2; 
END; 
Figure 1: Sample Protocol Transition in Estelle. 
• TO - specifies the state in which the transition ends; 
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• WHEN - specifies that a particular message type must be at the head of a particular channel 
queue; 
• DELAY - specifies how long the other clauses must be satisfied for before the transition can 
actually fire; 
• PROVIDED- any other arbitrary Boolean conditions, including constraints on the message spec-
ified in the WHEN clause, if any; and 
• PRIORITY - for ordering purposes in the case of multiple fireable transitions. 
Transitions may be nested; the clauses of a transition are effectively pushed onto a stack, which 
is popped only enough to ensure no duplicate clauses upon the next transition. For example, if the 
second transition began with a DELAY clause, and the clause stack contains a DELAY clause itself, 
then all clauses up to and including the DELAY clause will be popped off the stack, and the new 
DELAY clause pushed. Any clauses on the stack below the new DELAY clause are inherited by the 
transition. A transition may begin with the TRANS keyword, in which case the stack is cleared 
completely. Figure 1 shows a sample transition of a protocol written in Estelle. 
A transition is said to be enabled if its FROM, WHEI and PROVIDED clauses are satisfied; it is said 
to be offered for execution or fireable if it has been continuously enabled for the duration specified in 
its DELAY clause, and it is said to be fired if it is offered and selected for execution. At any particular 
point in time, several children of a systemprocess may be executing transitions, but only one child 
of a systemactivity may be doing so. 
The transitions of a parent always have priority over the transitions of the children; this, combined 
with the fact that variables may only be shared between parent and child processes, guarantees that 
mutual exclusion is always enforced when shared variables are accessed. 
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Time in Estelle 
The DELAY clause, and the concept of time in Estelle, require further elaboration. A DELAY clause may 
take one or two arguments specifying the minimum and maximum delay times; a single argument is 
the same as two identical arguments. A transition with all its other clauses satisfied can be executed 
once it has remained in this state for the duration specified by the minimum value. However, it 
need not necessarily be executed until the duration specified by the maximum value has elapsed, at 
which time it must be executed. Thus the actual delay used is a value in the closed range given by 
the minimum and maximum delays. Note also that these delays can be arbitrary expressions, and 
are not necessarily constant. A special delay value, '*', is used to indicate that the transition has 
no maximum delay value but can be indefinitely delayed. 
The following is the description of the concept of time in Estelle, as given in the ISO standard 
([IS089] section 5.3.5): 
Some Estelle transitions may contain a delay-clause ... The intention of the delay-
clause is to indicate that a transition's execution (if it is enabled in a state) should 
be delayed. Two times are associated with a delay: the minimum time the transition 
must be delayed and the maximum time it may be delayed. These are initially speci-
fied by two values of integer expressions occurring in the delay-clause. The dynamic 
change (non-increasing) of these time values with respect to the dynamic change of global 
situations . .. relates the progress of time and computation. 
The computational model for Estelle . .. is intentionally formulated in time-independent 
terms: one of the principal assumptions of this model is that nothing is known about the 
execution time of a transition in a module instance . .. 
The only assumptions about time . .. that are taken into account in this semantic model 
are that: 
1. time progresses as the computation does, and 
2. this progression is uniform with respect to delay values of transitions involved. 
[The second point] means that given two enabled and delayed transitions in a compu-
tation situation, if they remain enabled in the following situation, then their delay values 
would decrease (if at all) by the same amount ... Any constraint which does not contradict 
the above assumption is admissible . .. 
The PEW uses a maximal progress execution model; that is, it assumes that transitions which do 
not have DELAY clauses take a negligible amount of time to execute, which can be treated as zero. The 
PEWs transition scheduler will always fire such transitions before examining transitions with DELAY 
clauses, thus ensuring that the maximum number of transitions is executed in the shortest possible 
time (hence 'maximal progress'). This interpretation means that the first assumption may not be 
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Figure 2: The Process Structure of a Three-Layer Point-to-Point Communication System 
satisfied if the specification has no DELAY transitions or if there are always non-DELAY transitions 
available for selection. This is not a problem provided the protocol designer is aware of it . 
. Inter-process Communication 
Another aspect of Estelle which is worth elaborating on is the inter-process communication method. 
IPC in Estelle is achieved by message passing. Messages are passed asynchronously; that is, the 
sender is not blocked and made to wait for the receiver. When a message is sent, it is simply 
appended to the end of a theoretically infinite FIFO queue. This means that although an Estelle 
specification may consist of a number of FSMs, the system as a whole need not be a finite state 
system, as an infinite number of channel states can potentially occur. This characteristic obviously 
has important implications for state-space explorations of Estelle specifications. Estelle has no in built 
mechanism for enforcing channel blocking, so this must be handled by code within the specification 
if it is required. 
Representing a Complete Communication System 
Processes in Estelle are arranged in a hierarchy. In order to represent a system consisting of two 
users communicating over a network using a protocol, a top-level inactive process with five sub-
processes could be used: two user processes, connected to two protocol processes, connected in turn 
to a network process. The top-level process simply initialises the children and establishes their 
interconnections, after which it remains inactive and the five sub-processes execute concurrently. 
For example, Figure 2 shows the process structure for a specification consisting of two user processes 
communicating with each other over a physical layer process via a data Jirik protocol. 
This structure has been used for the examples in this thesis. It is easily generalised to any 
number of protocol layers, and communicating entities. The implementation of appropriate upper 
and lower layers is discussed in more detail in Sections 9.1 and 9.2. 
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4.3 A Note on Terminology 
The use of Estelle in the PEW has led to some Estelle terms being used interchangeably with more 
common terms for the same concept. Thus we use 'message' as well as 'interaction', and 'interaction 
point' as well as 'connection endpoint'. 
An exception is that we use the word 'process' to refer to an Estelle 'module instance', as opposed 
to the Estelle terminology in which a process is a type of module, and a systemprocess is a refinement 
of this type. We use the word 'system' to refer to the process(es) being studied. That is, in this 
thesis, we analyse a system (Estelle specification) consisting of a number of processes (executing 
module instances). 
4.4 Conclusion 
A number of FDTs have been developed which are certainly improvements on natural languages in 
terms of precision, but there is no specification language that stands above the rest as an obvious 
choice. Researchers appreciate the algebraic basis of LOTOS, programmers familiar with Pascal are 
more inclined to use Estelle, while telephony engineers have been using SDL for a number of years. 
The specification languages themselves are not always as useful as they may have seemed to their 
designers; for example, a number of changes and additions have been suggested for Estelle as users 
gain experience and discover the shortcomings of the language(Cou87]. There is still much room for 
further research into this problem. 
Estelle was chosen as the specification language on which to base our research for the following 
reasons: 
• it is a non-proprietary international standard; 
• it is derived from Pascal, and thus it would be (reasonably) simple to write a compiler (this 
turned out to be less true than it seemed at first sight!); 
• again, due to the Pascal-basis, it is easy to learn and use; 
• being implementation-oriented, it is possible to generate implementations automatically from 
Estelle specifications. 
This is not to say that Estelle turned out to be completely suitable for semiautomatic performance 
evaluation. There are drawbacks, some of which have been noted in the text. Estelle also does not 
lend itself well to verification (although see Section 10.1). No doubt better languages will evolve to 
do the tasks attempted with Estelle in this thesis. The future of protocol specification promises to 
hold some exciting developments. 
Part II 
Semi-automatic Performance 
Evaluation 
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Chapter 5 
Performance Evaluation from 
Specifications 
Both simulation and analysis techniques require the construction of a suitable model of the system 
being analysed. Our aim, however, is to automatically predict the performance of a communication 
system from its specification, with as little manual intervention as possible. Rudin [Rud83] first 
suggested this idea, and described a method by which it could be done. Kritzinger [Kri86] proposed 
a different method, making use of a modified form of the FSM called a transition relation graph 
( TRG) to construct a closed multiclass queueing network model. 
This chapter describes and critically assesses these approaches, and concludes with a discussion of 
the problem of parametric modelling; that is, how can the performance of the protocol be predicted 
as a function of some set of parameters? 
5.1 Rudin's Approach 
Rudin's model[Rud83] consists of a collection of FSMs representing the states and state transitions 
of the sender, receiver and channel. The FSMs are synchronous; a message event is generated 
by each process at each clock interval. A special IDLE message represents a 'do-nothing' event. 
Asynchronous FSMs were not considered, but Rudin notes that the algorithm would be more complex 
in this case. Each arc (transition) is labelled with a delay of unity, as well as the probability of being 
traversed when in the state; the latter would usually be determined by simulation. 
The performance technique proposed by Rudin was influenced by existing program verification 
tools. His idea was to start at some initial state, and then explore every possible sequence of events, 
creating branches wherever there was more than one possible choice. In this way a tree was created, 
with each node containing a record of the global state of all the processes and channels at that 
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instant. Exploration of a path was terminated when the cumulative probability of that path became 
smaller than some predetermined cutoff value. The throughput figures were then calculated from a 
weighted count of the arcs of the tree. In a later paper [Rud85), Rudin assumed that the system is 
Markov, and used a full global state graph. 
Of course, the number of different states grows exponentially with the complexity of the protocol. 
In Estelle specifications the situation can be worse; due to the semantics of inter-process commu-
nication, there are an infinite number of possible channel states in most specifications, unless the 
specification is explicitly constructed to prevent this. 
The method as presented by Rudin has a number of restrictions: 
• simulation is still needed to obtain the probabilities; 
• communication systems are typically asynchronous, not synchronous; 
• all delays are unity; this makes the model very complex if it is to be used to model t system 
with varying delays associated with transitions (many idle transitions and extra states are 
required); 
• the specification language is model-oriented rather than implementation-oriented; 
• the model is parameterised before the global state graph is built. Even barring the simulation 
requirements, this means that Rudin's (later) approach will require much more time and space 
to determine throughput values than other methods, except for contrived models with very 
small global state graphs. 
These problems may explain why Rudin did not persevere with this approach. 
Chapter 6 describes an approach that has some similarity to Rudin's, but has the following 
advantages: 
• a parameter-independent global state graph (called the behaviour graph) of the system is built 
once only; 
• the behaviour graph together with a set of parameter values can be processed by a labelling 
algorithm to derive a semi-Markov model of the resulting (parameterised) system; 
• the approach can be applied directly to Estelle specifications using the PEW. The PEW builds 
the behaviour graph, while a separate graph processing program labels the graph using a set 
of OUTPUT statement reliability values and DELAY clause values, and solves the resulting semi-
Markov model. Thus, predicting performance for a new set of parameters simply involves 
modifying a parameter value file and re-executing the graph processor. 
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5.2 Kritzinger's Approach 
About the same time as Rudin's work, Kritzinger (Kri86, Kri89] proposed a performance analysis 
methodology of converting a formal specification into a closed multiclass queueing network. The 
routes taken by customers through this network can be determined semi-automatically from the 
static specification. Once the queuing network has been built, it can be solved to determine the 
throughput rates of the various customer classes. Kritzinger specified the queueing model using 
the language SNAP /L and solved it with the MicroS NAP tool which implements the Mean-Value 
Analysis (MVA) algorithm (RL80]. 
The model used by Kritzinger is based on one used for verification(LS84]. Consider I protocol 
entities P1 , P2 , ... , P1 and [{ channels C 1, ... , CK. Let S; be the set of states of P; and M;k be the 
set of messages that P; can send into Ck. 
The dynamics of the components are described by entity events and channel events. The latter 
model various types of channel errors and change only the state of the channels, not protocols, and 
are not considered any further. 
There are three types of entity events: 
Send events : Let t;(r, s, -m) denote the event of P; sending a message m into channel Ck where 
mE M;k and Ck is in the outgoing channel set of P;. The send event is enabled when P; is in 
state r. After the event P; is in state s and m has been appended to the end of the message 
queue in ck. 
Receive events Let t;(r, s, +m) denote the event of P; receiving a message m from channel Ck 
where m E M;k and Ck is in the incoming channel set of P;. The receive event is enabled 
when P; is in state r and m is at the head of the message queue of channel Ck. After the event 
P; is in state s and m is deleted from the channel queue. 
Internal events : Lett;( r, s, a) denote an internal event of P; where a is a special symbol indicating 
the absence of a message. The event is enabled in state r and results in P; ending in state s. 
Internal events are used to model timeout events internal to P; as well as interactions between 
P; and its local user. 
The set of events for P; is denoted Jj. Each event t;(r, s, x) (where x is any of +m, -m, or 
a), is associated with a probability p;( r, s, x ). A measure of the performance of the protocol would 
typically be the rate at which some send event is executed. 
Kritzinger assumes that all protocol entities contend for service at a single processor, and con-
siders this model as a closed multiclass queueing system with two service centres. The one service 
center is a Processor Sharing type which models the processor, and the other is a pure delay server 
which models the delays experienced in the channels as a result of receive events. Customers in 
the network are instances of the protocol entities P;, and each take on a distinct class associated 
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with each distinct entity event causing a state transition. Each distinct entity event (or class) is 
classified either as active (requiring processor time) or a delay; these classifications determine which 
server they will request service from. Typically, send events are active, receive events are delays, 
and internal events may be either. Events which are both active and delays must be decomposed 
into two separate events with a new intermediate state. In any case, each entity event t;(r, s, x) is 
associated with an expected service time duration p- 1(r, s, x). 
The only assumptions required to solve this model as a closed multiclass queueing network are 
that: 
• the probabilities p;(r, s, x) are independent for all r, sand x, and 
• the time p- 1(r, s, x) associated with an event is independent of the time associated with any 
other event. 
Kritzinger generalised the method to multiple layers executing concurrently on a single or mul-
tiprocessor system. Each processor has a corresponding processor server of the processor-sharing 
type. Each layer of the protocol, or separate process, makes up a separate closed chain, of which 
there may be several. 
The method can easily be extended. For example, not only the throughput of the protocol, but 
also the processor utilisation, may be determined. By adding a server representing disk storage, 
large file transfers could be modeled and processor, disk and network utilisation determined. 
In deriving the queueing network, Kritzinger makes use of a transition relation graph (TRG), 
which is a graph derived from an FSM by creating nodes corresponding to the state transitions of the 
FSM, and connecting these with arcs which describe the possible sequences of transitions that can 
occur and their relative probabilities and delays. This structure is closely related to the stochastic 
model described in Chapter 6. 
Kritzinger's method is a useful tool for automated analysis, but suffers from drawbacks pointed 
out by Conway [Con88, Con91]. Firstly, the problem of determining model parameter values: only 
the structure of the model can be determined statically from a specification. Simulation or some 
similar technique must still be used, which could be used to obtain the throughput measurements 
in the first instance (this criticism applies to most modelling methods). 
Conway also argues that the model fails to take into account causal linkages between the layers, as 
each process executes asynchronously with respect to the others. This second criticism is misleading: 
if parameters are obtained from a simulation {for example), in which all of the necessary layers were 
represented, the parameters would inherently reflect the linkage relationships. On the other hand, 
these linkages make the relationships between the modelled system and model parameter values 
more complex and difficult to use for prediction. 
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5.3 Parametric Prediction 
When investigating a protocol's performance, we usually would like to ask "What if?" questions. 
How would the performance be altered if we shortened the timeout? What would happen if the 
line errors increased? To answer these questions, we have to undertake parametric studies. The 
parameters we wish to vary are typically the time required by, or probability of, particular events, 
or the size of buffers. 
Ideally we would like to be able to predict the answers to such questions without having to redo 
all the work for each case, but rather by use of some model or algorithm with which we can simply 
specify the range of cases we are interested in and have the results produced automatically in a 
reasonable period of time. It seems very unlikely that this will ever be possible to do in general. The 
contradictions of the well-known Halting Problem should be equally applicable to such a 'universal' 
performance prediction tool. The methods described above certainly fall very far short of this. 
Rudin's method essentially obtains a performance prediction as a by-product of verification 
(that is, global state space searching). Once constructed, the model is restricted in its predictive 
capabilities. The example Rudin uses is trivial, allowing all arc probabilities to be described as 
functions of the channel reliability, without a single simulation being required. A real protocol will 
never be this simple, and thus simulations must be performed for each set of parameters and the arc 
probabilities measured. This achieves little, as the performance could be determined from all the 
simulations without ever constructing a model. Kritzinger's approach, while computationally much 
simpler, suffers from the same problem. 
We now describe two new methods for performance prediction, one related to Kritzinger's TRG 
representation, and the other, like Rudin's, to reachability graphs. Both of these approaches result 
in predictive models that are more useful than these earlier methods. 
Chapter 6 
A Simple Performance Model 
In this chapter we show how a discrete-time semi-Markov chain model can be derived from an 
execution trace of a set of communicating FSMs. The PEW can automatically generate such models 
from the meta-implementation of an Estelle specification. A separate tool uses Gaussian reduction 
to solve the imbedded Markov chain, and then adjusts the results to take into account the holding 
times, finally producing a set of throughput figures for the various transitions of processes in the 
specification. These throughput figures are consistent with the throughput figures obtained directly 
through measurement during the meta-execution. 
Having shown how a model can be derived automatically from a specification, we turn to the 
problem of using the model for performance prediction. We restrict attention to two types of inde-
pendent variables, namely channel reliabilities and transition delays. There are numerous possible 
approaches here, and this area is one in which much additional research could be done. We describe 
the approaches we have used to date; the conclusion of the thesis suggests some other approaches 
to exploring this problem. 
Using the PEW, we have constructed predictive models of several Estelle specifications, some of 
which are described in Part IV. 
6.1 Initial Attempts 
The PEW was built as a tool for developing, testing, and debugging Estelle specifications, and the 
first performance evaluation capabilities that were introduced involved the automatic tabulation of 
the values of user-defined expressions for a set of executions of the system, each time incrementing 
some independent CONST definition in the specification by a fixed value (see Section 9.7). 
Our next goal was to have the PEW automatically build an analytical model of the system. 
The initial approach followed Kritzinger1: we derived a TRG from an execution of the system, and 
1 Many approaches were considered, including generating constraint-based systems, state exploration (which led to 
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then generated MicroSNAP code for the corresponding queuing network model. There were some 
problems with this approach, particularly in determining to which servers the transitions (entity 
events) should be allocated. 
It soon became apparent that a simpler semi-Markov process model could be created based on 
the TRG. To understand this model, we first need to briefly describe how specifications are executed 
using the meta-implementation provided by the PEW. 
6.2 Ordered Execution of Transitions 
The execution of a system is controlled by the scheduler, which determines which transitions are 
ready to fire, chooses a subset of these, and then executes them. If transitions are atomic (as they 
are in Estelle), and the scheduler is operating on a sequential computer (as is the case with the 
PE~, then in reality the scheduler must execute transitions in sequence, even though the FSMs 
are in principle operating concurrently. This is not a problem- the scheduler evaluates the transition 
sets and selects a group for 'concurrent' execution. Each transition in the group is then executed in 
turn. after which the global system clock is updated if necessary and the whole process repeated. 
Even though transition execution is no longer concurrent, the transition clauses are all evaluated in 
the same state, and the semantics are preserved. 
A practical implication of this is that a particular execution can be described by a ordered 
execution trace, listing the time at which each transition fired and the order in which they fired. 
Transitions which in principle fired at the same time now have a sequential order even though they 
are associated with the same execution time. 
6.3 The Model 
Consider a collection C of I communicating finite-state machines M1, ... , M1. Each FSM M; has a 
set of transitions S; = { X;1, ... , X;n.}. 
Assuming the ordered model of execution just described, we can characterise a particular execu-
tion of FSM M; of duration M as a sequence E; of N;M transition executions: 
where: 2 
the behaviour graph technique), perturbation analysis and others. In most cases we encountered difficulties, such as 
lacking sufficient information to solve the sets of constraints, or being unable to determine any way of automating 
the approach. It is possible that some of these approaches would work much better with languages more constrained 
than Estelle. As it is we are forced to impose some restrictions on Estelle specifications before the behaviour graph 
method can be used. 
2 0f course, it is possible, as we mentioned earlier, that transitions can occur at the same time, in which case the 
strong ordering of the time instants does not hold. We can assume an infinitesimally small delay between 'consecutive' 
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o;(l) < o;(2) < ... < a;(N;M) 
are the instants in time at which the transitions occur, and 
We define the delay sequence D; to be the time intervals between transition executions: 
D;i = o;(j + 1)- o;(j) 
The execution trace thus described can be easily mapped to a discrete-time semi-Markov chain. 
Each transition maps to a state of the chain, and the stochastic matrix P of the imbedded Markov 
chain is easily obtained from a simple count of the number of occurrences of each unique transition 
·sequence pair. The waiting times [rk] are obtained from the means of all D;j's where ta,(j) = Xk. 
The holding times hi] can be obtained similarly. 
The core of the technique, as implemented in the PEW, is as follows. The specification is executed 
for a reasonable amout of time. An execution trace is recorded, and from this a transition sequence 
count matrix and transition sequence delay matrix are produced. The former is a count of the 
occurrence of each unique consecutive transition pair, from which the stochastic matrix describing 
the imbedded Markov process can be derived by dividing each entry by the sum of the values in its 
column. The second matrix corresponds to the set of measured holding times for each unique pair 
of transitions. These two matrices contain sufficient information to determine the throughput of the 
system. 
In particular, if the stochastic matrix P has steady state solution [ 11";), and [r;] is the set of waiting 
times (easily determined from [7r;] and the holding times [r;j]), then the throughput of transition x; 
is given by Equation 3 in Chapter 3: 
11"· 
Throughput(x;) = ' L:i 11";T; 
Note the similarity between this semi-Markov model and Kritzinger's TRG. In each case the 
transitions of the protocol are used as the states of the model. This makes sense in terms of modelling 
FSM-based systems and has the additional advantage that we can select a subset of transitions from 
within the trace, and determine matrices corresponding to only these. We thus have complete control 
over which states we wish to include in the model. This issue will be discussed further below. 
To solve the imbedded Markov chain it must be irreducible, aperiodic and stationary. We thus 
need to know if the transition subset we have selected satisfies these properties. To be irreducible, 
but simultaneous transitions, but this is undesirable as we then lose all notion of concurrency. Another approach would 
be to aggregate groups of simultaneous transitions into new 'entity events' and work with these. However, provided the 
mean time to execute a transition is non-zero (that is, time progresses as the specification executes), the throughput 
equations will still work even if some of the delays are zero. 
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the chain must be strongly connected. If this was not so, it would imply that there are transitions 
in the subset whose execution would preclude some other transition(s) in the subset from ever being 
executed again. This should never occur in a real protocol unless there was an error (an exception 
could be the initialisation transitions but they are not included in the execution trace in any case). 
A periodicity implies that any transition in the subset is recurrent at any time during the execution 
and not only at fixed constant intervals. Again this should usually be the case. 
A real protocol would not be stationary. However, if it had a constant workload and communi-
cation channels whose error rate and propagation delays were stationary over long periods of time, 
the behaviour should be close to stationary for the duration of the workload. Thus to apply the 
modelling technique, the upper and lower layer processes must exhibit behaviour which is consistent 
for the duration of the meta-execution. 
6.4 A Simple Example 
Consider the following execution sequence and delay sequence: 
[) = 4,6,3,4,8,2,2,6,6,4 ... 
In each case we assume that the sequences repeat themselves over and over. The execution count 
matrix is: 
The stochastic matrix is thus: 
[p;JJ = ( 
0 2 1 ) 3 3 3 0 1 4 4 0 1 1 3 3 
which has the steady-state solution: 
3 
11"1 = 11"3 10 
2 
11"2 = 5 
The holding time matrix is: 
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[r;,;[ ~ ( 3 5 
3 
The mean waiting times are thus: 
= ~5+ k6 16 T1 3 
= t3+ ts 17 T2 4 
T3 = ~3+ k6 =4 
From these: 
3 16 2 17 3 
I:1l';T; = 103+ 54+ 104 = 4·5 
i 
The throughputs of the transitions with respect to time are thus: 
d. 1 
Throughput 1 = Throughput3 = ;,~ = 15 
ll 4 
Throughput2 = ....i..... = -4.5 45 
6.5 Performance Prediction 
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The results obtained from this model obviously agree with those obtained from a simple count of the 
number of occurrences of each transition in the trace divided by the execution time. The throughput 
figures can be obtained directly from the execution trace without bothering to build a model. In 
order to be really useful, we should be able to use the model to predict the performance of different 
configurations of the system. 
It may be asked what use a model is that is built upon Markov theory and yet violates several 
assumptions about such models, including the Markov property and the constraints on delay dis-
tributions? Certainly it is true that using Markov theory to make predictions with this model will 
always be approximate, as these constraints are not satisfied. 
What exactly are the requirements for prediction? Consider a (sufficiently long) execution of a 
system using a set of parameter values V which results in an execution trace Ev. This execution 
trace maps to a stochastic matrix Pv with elements p~. Each transition t; has mean delay rt. We 
would like to determine two sets of functions /;j and g; such that: 
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rt = g;(V) 
That is, given any set of parameter values V, can we determine the stochastic matrix and waiting 
times corresponding to the steady state of the system under these parameters? 
The stochastic matrix summarises a considerable amount of information about the possible se-
quences of events in the system (the execution trace even more so). With some experimentation, we 
can often determine relationships between this matrix and parameters of the system. However, the 
problem of determining mapping functions is not trivial. There are a number of heuristic techniques 
we have used in approaching this problems, some of which we now describe. 
We restrict our set of modifiable parameters V to be the delays associated with transitions, 
and the reliability of message transmissions in transitions (this is more specific than using channel 
reliability). Message transmissions that were 100% reliable in the original system are not included 
in V. 
6.5.1 Modifying Delays 
The holding time matrix { Tij} contains considerably more information about the delays between 
transitions than just the mean waiting times { r;}. This means the second set of mapping functions 
can have the form: 
If we can determine 9ij, we can predict a new holding time matrix, and determine the new mean 
transition waiting times. 
A DELAY clause in Estelle can specify a lower and upper bound, which may be identical. Note 
that the delay specified in the clause elapses before the transition fires rather than after. Thus, in 
the simplest case of modifying delays we modify a column in the holding time matrix rather than a 
row. 
Predicting a new holding time matrix when the DELAY clause value of transition i is changed can 
be done in several ways; for example: 
• column i in the holding time matrix (i.e. the holding times of transitions that preceded the 
DELAY transition) can simply be adjusted by the difference between the new value and the 
value used in building the execution trace; 
• by examining several (P, { Tij}) pairs corresponding to execution traces for different parameter 
sets V, the user can estimate a suitable mapping function; 
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• interpolation between two or more { Tij} for different parameter sets V can be used. 
Interpolation is described more in the next section; the second approach can often be aided by 
focusing attention on a subset of the possible execution traces; this is discussed shortly. 
6.5.2 Using Interpolation 
A simple approach which can be fully automated is to perform a small set of executions for different 
parameter sets V and then use interpolation between the different matrices to predict the interme-
diate results. For example, to predict models corresponding to a range of parameter values in which 
one particular parameter is varied through a linear sequence of N values, we could perform three 
executions (for the two extreme values and the mean value), and then interpolate to obtain mapping 
functions Iii and Yii for the stochastic and holding _time matrices. 
6.5.3 Transition Subsets 
We can restrict our attention to a subset of the transitions in a system with no loss of generality 
(and, because of the ordered execution model, these transitions may be from any mix of component 
FSMs of the system). In this way the relationships between system parameters and the stochastic 
and sojourn time matrices can often be made much more obvious. 
There are some guidelines that can be followed when selecting a transition subset: 
• at least one transition must reflect the throughput measure we are interested in; 
• all transitions with delay parameters in V should be included; 
• all transitions with unreliable message transmissions should be included; 
• transitions which can enable DELAYed transitions should be included (but see below). 
Transitions which do not have any future effects with regard to losses or delays can always be 
ignored. Often it is possible to concentrate on a small subset of the transitions in the process or 
system. For example, in the Alternating Bit protocol, we considered only three transitions: sending 
an interaction to the provider, receiving an acknowledgement, and timing out and resending. The 
resulting model produces good predictions of changes in throughput from a single execution trace 
as will be shown in Chapter 11. 
The transitions which enable DELAYed transitions can often indicate relationships between the 
DELAY clause values and the holding times. However, as an alternative to including these in the 
subset, the enablement of the DELAYed transition can be associated with the DELAY transition whose 
execution caused the clock to be updated to the time at which the real enabling transition was 
executed. That is, if the execution of t 1 enables DELAY transition t 2 , and DELAY transition ta is the 
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most recently executed DELAY transition preceding the execution of t 1, then t 1 can be omitted and 
t3 treated as the enabling transition for l2 instead. 
6.5.4 Unreliable Outputs 
A similar approach is possible with unreliable OUTPUTs. A transition that has an unreliable OUTPUT 
can easily be converted to three transitions, each of the two new high-priority transitions simply 
clearing an enabling flag (each has its own flag). The unreliable OUTPUT transition sets one of the 
two flags depending on whether the transmission succeeds or fails. 
The row in the stochastic matrix corresponding to the OUTPUT transtion will then have only two 
non-zero entries, corresponding to the two new high-priority transitions. Clearly, the values of the 
entries will be the probability of losing or not losing a message. In this case the mapping function is 
completely trivial. This approach requires the Markov property to hold for the resulting predictions 
. to be accurate, but does offer an easy approach to handling unreliable OUTPUTs. 
6.5.5 Other Techniques 
Other techniques we have used include: 
• using deterministic scheduling of transitions rather than the usual non-deterministic scheduling 
used in Estelle; 
• using channel blocking to keep causes and effects close together; 
• gathering and analysing information about the effects the execution of each transition had on 
the clauses of other transitions; 
• constructing a system in which one user process is a sender and the other is a receiver, and 
then concentrating only on the protocol process below the sending user process; 
• using a loopback test model, in which the protocol communicates with itself; that 1s, the 
provider process simply echoes all messages back to the (single) protocol process; 
• ignoring the connection establishment and release part of connection-oriented protocols. 
Several of the techniques described in this chapter are used in the examples in Part IV. 
6.6 Conclusion 
Figure 3 summarises the modelling technique. A specification of a system is executed by the PEW. 
The PEW builds a transition sequence count matrix and transition delay matrix corresponding to 
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SPECIFICATION 
PEW 
TRANSITION SEQUENCE MATRIX 
(Stochastic Matrix) 
DELAY SEQUENCE MATRIX 
(Holding Time Matrix) 
Figure 3: Summary of the Modelling Technique 
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this execution. This may be for each process as a whole, the system as a whole, or for subsets of 
transitions within the system. 
The matrices thus obtained can be used as the basis of a model as outlined above, and new 
matrices predicted for different value sets V. A separate program reads files containing stochastic 
matrices and sojourn time matrices, solves the imbedded Markov chain, computes the mean delays 
of the transitions, and then calculates the throughput rates. 
After using the PEW to assist in deriving a suitable set of mapping functions f;i and 9ij, a short 
program is typically written to generate the data files containing the matrix instances and execute 
the model solver program for a range of different parameter value sets. 
The key to determining the mapping functions is to simplify the behaviour of the system being 
studied, to the point at which the resulting model can be comprehended and used for prediction, 
without simplifying to the point at which the perceived relationships do not actually hold or the 
model no longer bears any relation to the original protocol. At present this is a rather ad hoc process. 
We usually generate between three to five different execution traces of the system for selective sets 
of parameter values, and use the information from these to build a model. In some case our mapping 
functions were derived using interpolation from the execution traces, while in other cases they were 
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created by reasoned argument and examination of the behaviour of the protocol. The method is 
not yet a fully automatic performance prediction technique, but provides a useful set of techniques 
with which to approach the problem. If interpolation were used in deriving the mapping functions 
in every case, the process could be completely automated. In any event the technique is typically 
much faster than performing large numbers of meta-executions for different parameter value sets. 
The heuristic techniques we have outlined in this chapter for simplifying the problem of determin-
ing a suitable set of mapping functions represent early steps in the direction of automatic analytical 
performance prediction; there is scope for much further research into this problem. The conclusion 
of the thesis describes ways in which the problem could be explored further. 
Chapter 7 
Behaviour Graphs 
In Section 5.1 Rudin's method of predicting performance from a specification was described, and 
some limitations pointed out, including: 
• simulation is still needed to obtain the branch probabilities; 
• the model must be synchronous with delays of unity; 
• the global state graph method suffers from a state explosion problem; 
• the model has limited, if any, predictive power. 
A performance prediction method was developed independently as part of the PEW. This method 
is similar to Rudin's, but has considerably more predictive power. Furthermore, the use of Estelle as 
the specification language means that specifications are implementation-oriented, which is a major 
advantage. The technique described here can be used to predict the performance of any system 
described by an Estelle specification, under certain restrictions which are noted. 
The method, as implemented in the PEW, involves the construction of a directed graph which 
describes all possible execution traces that may be described by the system, independent of any 
specific DELAY clause values or unreliable OUTPUT probabilities. This graph is called the behaviour 
graph of the system. Given a set of values for the DELAY clauses and unreliable OUTPUTs, a labelling 
algorithm is described which is used to derive a parameterised behaviour graph from the behaviour 
graph. The latter graph describes a semi-Markov chain model which accurately summarises the 
stochastic behaviour of the original system. By repeatedly applying the labelling algorithm with 
different parameter value sets and solving the derived imbedded Markov models, any number of 
performance predictions for the system can be obtained. 
The biggest drawback to this method is the state explosion problem. Estelle does not help: an 
arbitrary Estelle specification is more likely to describe a system with an infinite number of states 
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than a finite one due to the unboundedness of channel message queues. The technique requires the 
number of global states of the system to be finite (and not too large to make it intractable). To 
achieve this, several restrictions on the set of admissible Estelle specifications must be imposed, some 
to ensure the number of states is finite and some to reduce the number of states further. We now 
examine the factors which influence the size of the graph, and consider how to lessen their effect. 
We assun'e that the values of DELAY clause times and OUTPUT unreliabilities are unknown. 
7.1 N ondeterminism in Estelle Systems 
For the following discussion it is sufficient to consider a behaviour graph to be similar to a global 
state graph. In fact, once labelled, the behaviour graph has the same relationship to a global 
state graph as a TRG has to a state machine. It ,is worth noting that the size of the behaviour 
graph is more dependent on the number of nondeterministic choices in the system than it is on the 
number of global states. Nondeterministic choices of the sequences of events result in branches in 
the graph to different successor states depending on the choice. There are several situations in which 
nondeterminism can occur in executing a system specified in Estelle. 
7.1.1 Scheduling Decisions 
The Estelle standard specifies that the selection of which transitions to fire of those that are enabled 
is nondeterministic. If there are n possible choices, then the node in the graph corresponding to the 
current state will have n arcs leaving it, each going to a state corresponding to one of the n choices. 
In practice, protocol implementors do not use random choice of the available possibilities to 
determine what to do next; their programs are written in a more deterministic way (although there 
may be cases, such as when using interrupt-driven event handlers, that a sequential process may 
exhibit non-determinism). 
The number of branches in the global state graph can thus be reduced by introducing the re-
striction: 
Restriction 1 Transition scheduling is deterministic. 
This restriction is not required for the method to be applicable; it simply helps to reduce the 
size of the graph, thus reducing the size of the problem. 
At present, the PEW automatically switches to deterministic scheduling when building a behav-
iour graph (although normally scheduling is nondeterministic unless the user specifies otherwise). 
Using deterministic scheduling, the scheduler will select the first enabled transition in order of ap-
pearance in the process, after first taking into account the priorities of all the enabled transitions. 
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7 .1. 2 Loss Decisions 
The execution of an unreliable OUTPUT statement is a cause of nondeterminism which results in a 
binary branch in the global state graph. The probability of loss tells which of the two possible futures 
(next states) is more likely, but other than that, the futures are independent of the specific probability 
value. Thus it does not matter that the probability is unknown, as we have assumed above, provided 
we know that the OUTPUT is unreliable. By convention, the PEW treats left branches in the graph as 
'no loss' branches, and right branches as losses. The only restriction imposed on unreliable OUTPUTs 
IS: 
Restriction 2 No transition has more than one unreliable OUTPUT statement. 
Without this restriction, multiple branches may occur in the graph all corresponding to part of the 
execution of a single transition. While this situation could be handled, it makes the implementation 
· (and description) of the behaviour graph method much more complex. 
Another restriction necessary only to keep the implementation simple is: 
Restriction 3 The specification does not generate random events other than message losses. 
This restriction states that the specification cannot have internal random number generation 
routines controlling its behaviour. The PEW is unable to detect and handle such cases, and will fail 
to build a graph if there are causes of nondeterminism in the specification beyond its control. 
7 .1.3 Delay Decisions 
The execution model used by the PEW is one of maximal progress. This means that if the PEW can 
execute a transition, it will. Only if there are no transitions available for execution will the PEW 
advance the system clock and examine DELAYed transitions. 
Given the restrictions thus far, and ignoring losses for the time being, it should be apparent that 
the sequence of executed transitions in the system will be deterministic until the scheduler must 
choose between DELAY transitions. If the delay values are unknown (as we have assumed), then the 
scheduler cannot decide which delayed transition to fire, as it cannot determine which of the delayed 
transitions would occur earliest. If there are n DELAY transitions that have all other clauses satisfied, 
then there are n possible choices. All of these possible futures can be included in the graph, by 
creating n arcs out of the node at which the scheduler makes its choice, e~ch one corresponding to 
a particular choice and thus a particular future. 
7 .1.4 Summary 
The set of restrictions described above ensures that the execution of a system proceeds determinis-
tically except when unreliable OUTPUT statements are executed or when the scheduler must choose 
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a DELAYed transition, and that at each of these points it is possible to explore a finite set of pos-
sible futures. The number of possible futures can be reduced further by minimising the number of 
unreliable OUTPUT statements and the number of transitions with DELAY clauses in the specification. 
7.2 Creating a Behaviour Graph 
We now describe the behaviour graph structure and how it is constructed, illustrating the method 
with a simple Producer-Consumer example (Figure 4). The producer has two transitions which send 
messages to the consumer, at certain delay intervals. The consumer consumes these messages as 
they arrive. The first OUTPUT transition in the producer is unreliable, while the second is completely 
reliable. This is the simplest example that illustrates the necessary concepts. 
7.2.1 Graph Structure 
At the point when a specification begins execution it is in a state known as the pre-initial state. If the 
restrictions above are satisfied, an execution tree can be derived from a specification. The execution 
tree consists of all possible execution traces. Branches occur in the tree whenever a transition with 
an unreliable OUTPUT is executed, or the scheduler had to choose a DELAYed transition. Each node 
of the tree contains a (possibly empty) sequence of transitions listed in order of execution (recall the 
ordered execution described in Section 6.2). Each node can also be labelled with the time at which 
the transition sequence contained within the node was executed, although this is not needed. 
Definition 10 An execution tree is an ordered tree rooted in the preinitial state. Each node N of 
the tree contains a (possibly empty) sequence of transitions tN,l, ... , iN,nN, which is a deterministic 
sequence of transition firings with negligible delays in between. The end of each sequence indicates a 
point at which either: 
• transition tN,nN contained an unreliable OUTPUT statement, in which case the node will have two 
arcs emerging from it, the left indicating the transmission was reliable and the right indicating 
that is was not; or 
• the scheduler had to choose a DELAYed transition, in which case the first transition in each 
child node's sequence is a DELAY transition which has all other clauses satisfied at that point. 
The number of arcs emerging from such a node depends on how many DELAY transitions the 
scheduler had to choose from, but will be at least one. 
When the producer-consumer system is executed, after a short while the execution tree will 
resemble that shown in Figure 5. The nodes of the tree contain the transition sequences that 
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{ A simple producer/consumer example. } 
SPECIFICATION producer_consumer; 
CHANNEL access_point(producer,consumer); 
BY producer: message!; 
message2; 
{••·····················································•••} 
MODULE producer_hdr SYSTEKPROCESS; 
IP p_ip: access_point(producer) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
END; 
BODY producer_body FOR producer_hdr; 
TRANS 
DELAY (7) NAME pt: 
BEGIN { 90% reliable output } {$R90}0UTPUT p_ip.messaget; 
END; 
TRANS 
DELAY(2) NAME p2: 
BEGIN 
END; 
OUTPUT p_ip.message2; 
END; 
{••····················································••••} 
MODULE consumer_hdr SYSTEKPROCESS; 
END; 
IP c_ip: access_point(consumer) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
BODY consumer_body FOR consumer_hdr; 
TRANS 
TRANS 
END; 
WHEN c_ip.message1 NAME ct BEGIN END; 
WHEN c_ip.message2 NAME c2 BEGIN END; 
{••·················································••} 
MODVAR 
P_aod: producer_hdr; 
C_aod: consuaer_hdr; 
INITIALIZE 
BEGIN 
END; 
END. 
!NIT P_mod WITH producer_body; 
!NIT C_aod WITH consuaer_body; 
CONNECT P_aod.p_ip TO C_aod.c_ip 
Figure 4: A Producer-Consumer Specification in Estelle 
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Figure 5: Part of the Execution Tree of the Producer-Consumer System 
occurred. The dotted arcs are branches due to unreliable OUTPUT statements, while the solid arcs 
represent those due to DELAY transitions. It is easy to see that this tree is repetitive1 . 
Let children( N) to be the number of children of node N, and child( N, i) to be the i'th child of 
N. 
The construction of an execution tree can be terminated when all paths through the tree have 
leaf nodes representing global states which occur at least once somewhere else in the tree. However, 
as the tree does not contain information about global states, a more appropriate definition of node-
equivalence is the following recursive definition: 
Definition 11 Two nodes N and M of an execution tree are node-equivalent iff: 
• iN,i = iM,i for each i = 1, ... , nM 
• children(N) =children(M) 
• child(N, i) is node-equivalent to child(M, i) for each i = 1, ... ,children(N). 
When a leaf node is found that is equivalent to some other node, all arcs entering the leaf node 
can be altered to point to the equivalent node, and the leaf node can be pruned. The end result of 
applying this process repeatedly until no further leaf nodes exist and each remaining node is unique 
(that is, not node-equivalent to any other), is a cyclic graph which we call the behaviour graph of the 
1 There are four different types of nodes: empty, those with pl only, those with c1 only, and those with the sequence 
p2, c2. The subtree rooted in any particular node is the same as all others rooted in nodes of the same type. 
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Figure 6: Behaviour Graph of the Producer-Consumer System 
system. The behaviour graph derived from the execution tree of the Producer-Consumer system is 
shown in Figure 6. 
Definition 12 A behaviour graph is a graph derived from an execution tree in which each arc ending 
at a node N which is node-equivalent to some other node M of smaller depth in the tree, is replaced 
by an arc with the same initial point but in which the end point is M rather than N. After this 
replacement, there will be no arcs entering N and it can be removed from the graph. This process is 
repeated until there are no further pairs of node-equivalent nodes in the graph. 
Regardless of what the loss probabilities and delays actually are, this graph contains all the salient 
information about the possible execution traces that can occur in the system (given the restrictions 
such as deterministic scheduling). It should be apparent that such a graph has applications in 
performance analysis and verification. An empty node which loops back to itself, for example, 
indicates possible deadlock 2 • 
7.2.2 The Graph Building Algorithm 
To use the recursive definition of node-equivalence in practice, a cutoff depth is specified after which 
it is assumed that all further descendants are also equivalent. This obviously carries a risk but it 
simplifies the implementation and reduces the memory requirements used for storing the graph. An 
alternative is to store the global state with the node and use global state equivalence. In this case it 
2 This situation cannot arise while building the behaviour graph, but can arise in the labelling process described 
later. 
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is not necessary to store every global state; only those at the branch points (that is, the state upon 
entering the node). The PEW uses a cutoff-depth algorithm. 
The PEW builds a behaviour graph by building an execution tree breadth-first. The node-
equivalence comparison depth D is specified by the user. Whenever a node is built which is the 
rightmost leaf of a subtree of height D rooted at some node N, then this subtree is recursively 
compared to depth D against all other subtrees of that height. If a match with a subtree rooted at 
some node M is found, then all arcs entering the node of greater depth have their endpoints changed 
to point to the node of smaller depth. 
A typical method of building a tree is to recurse, and backtrack whenever a leaf is reached. In 
terms of the PEW, backtracking would mean that the entire state of the system would have to be 
stored at each node, so that it could return to this previous node and state and explore a new child 
from that point. This is both highly memory intensive, and would require substantial modifications 
to the interpreter. 
A non-recursive alternative is to choose a node which has unexplored children (the target node), 
execute from the root to that node, and explore one of the children. Execution is then terminated, 
a new target node chosen, and the process repeated. This eliminates the need to store any extra 
information with the nodes and is easy to implement. It has the disadvantage of being more com-
putationally intensive - for every node explored, execution must proceed from the root node to that 
node. 
Once the PEW starts merging equivalent nodes it still uses the same basic algorithm; the algo-
rithm is unaffected by cycles in the graph. 
Definition 13 A candidate node of an execution tree is a node with at least one unexplored child. 
Definition 14 The target node of an execution is the leftmost candidate node of smallest depth. 
The graph building algorithm used by the PEW is listed in Algorithm 1. 
The reference to Algorithm 2 is the point at which the node comparison takes place and the tree 
is converted to a graph. 
The PEW thus performs a (computationally inefficient, but space efficient) breadth-first explo-
ration of the execution tree. 
7 .2.3 Practical Considerations 
Clearly, the greater the cutoff depth used in the recursive definition of node-equivalence, the less 
chance there will be that the approximate definition will report two nodes as equivalent when in fact 
they are not. There must exist some optimal depth D such that: 
• any two nodes M and N that are node-equivalent at depth D, are also node-equivalent at all 
depths d > D; 
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DOTARGET: 
while there is a target node T 
N = root node in preinitial state 
DONODE: 
Execute from start of N to next branch point 
{that is, end of N ), recording transition 
sequence in S. 
if N has been explored before 
then begin 
check that S is consistent with previous sequence 
Set N to be the next child en route to the target and resume 
at label DORODE 
end else begin 
Associate the sequence S with node N 
if branch due to unreliable OUTPUT 
then create two child nodes 
else create child nodes for each DELAY 
transition with all other clauses satisfied 
Mark the children as unexplored candidate nodes 
if N is the rightmost child of its parent 
then if N has depth ~ D 
then apply Algorithm 2 
end if 
end while 
Algorithm 1: Behaviour Graph Building Algorithm 
Let M be the root node of the subtree of height D 
with rightmost leaf N 
for L = root nodes of all other subtrees of height ~ D 
from left to right in order of increasing depth 
begin 
if M and L have identical sequences 
end for 
and M and L have identical subtrees of depth D 
then begin 
set all arcs that enter M to have their 
endpoints at L instead 
end if 
remove the subtree rooted at M 
return 
Algorithm 2: Node Matching Algorithm 
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• there are no nodes M and N which are not node-equivalent at depth D but are node-equivalent 
at some depth d > D; 
• there is at least one pair of nodes that is node-equivalent at depth D but not node-equivalent 
at depth D- 1. 
There is no known a priori way of determining the optimal depth for comparison; the suggested 
method is to start with some small depth and increase it by one each time until two increases have 
gone by with no difference in the resulting behaviour graphs. 
Causes should have their effects within the limits of node comparison. A typical cause-effect 
situation is a transition OUTPUTing a message and some other transition dequeuing that message. 
The number of intermediate transitions that occur between these two events depends on the length 
of the channel queue, amongst other things. Here again it is clear that the semantics of IPC in 
Estelle can cause problems with an explosion in states if channel queues are allowed to grow. As a 
result, to use the method in practice, we modify the Estelle specification to use channel blocking. 
This is easy to achieve using a second control channel for each channel which is used to signal that 
the channel is no longer blocked. 
7.3 Using the Behaviour Graph 
Once a behaviour graph has been built, it can be used to predict the performance of the specified 
system. Before a prediction can be done, a set of parameter values must be specified. These are 
the loss probabilities of each unreliable OUTPUT statement, and the delays associated with each 
DELAYed transition. The behaviour graph itself is independent of these values, and of the probability 
distributions of the delays. At this stage, the PEW only allows constant delay values, not delay 
distributions. The method could, in principle, be extended to delay distributions, but the resulting 
parameterised graph would be much larger. Using constant delays we obtain parameterised graphs 
that are often smaller than the original behaviour graphs. 
Restriction 4 All delay values are constants. 
Given a set of parameters, a parameterised behaviour graph is created from the behaviour graph 
by the graph processing program. This parameterised graph describes a semi-Markov process which 
can be solved and used to obtain the throughput of any subset of transitions in the graph. The 
parameterised behaviour graph is similar to a behaviour graph but includes delay and probability 
labels on each edge. The parameterised behaviour graph represents the possible execution traces 
that can occur in the system under the given parameter values. It has the same relation to a global 
reachability graph as a TRG has to a state machine. 
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7.3.1 Labelling the Graph 
For arcs due to unreliable OUTPUTs, the labelling is trivial: the delay is zero and the probability is 
the probability of loss (right arc) or no loss (left arc). 
Delays, on the other hand, add considerable complexity. When all the clauses other than the delay 
clause of a delay transition are enabled, the scheduler notes the time at which this first occurred. 
This time is the trigger time 1' of the transition. Two things can then happen: 
• before the delay transition fires, some other transition t fires and causes one or more of the 
clauses of the delay transition to fail. In this case the trigger time for the transition becomes 
undefined, and we say the transition t killed the delay transition; 
• the delay transition is selected for execution before any clauses are killed by other transitions. 
This will occur at time 1' + d, where d is the delay associated with the transition. 
In the case of the producer-consumer example, the producer transitions are each triggered both 
by themselves and the start of execution; this is because they have no clauses other than the delay 
clauses. 
The decision of which arc to follow out of a node which ends at a delay transition scheduling 
point is based on the time at the node, and the trigger times and delay values of the various delay 
transitions at the start of each child node. The choice will be whichever arc results in the smallest 
defined 1' + d value. 
Cycles in the graph make the labelling process more complex, as we can re-enter a node with 
a different set of trigger times. This problem requires that instead of storing the trigger fimes of 
DELAYed transitions we store instead the time remaining to fire; that is, 1' + d- T, where Tis the 
current time. This is a relative value independent of the current time. 
Definition 15 If N is a node in a behaviour graph with n outward arcs pointing to nodes M1 , ... , Mn, 
and each node M; has a transition sequence which begins with a delay transition T;, then the history 
vector of node N is the vector ( r 1 , ... , Tn) where T; is the time remaining before T; is due to fire, or 
undefined if T; has some other clause which is not enabled. 
If the history vector of a node is known, it is a simple matter to determine which transition will 
be selected for execution. 
The PEW places some restrictions on triggers and killers to simplify the labelling algorithm: 
Restriction 5 Trigger and killer transitions are unambiguous. 
This restriction states that if transition t; is a trigger of ti, then every time t; is executed it must 
trigger t/, and similarly for killers. Note that it is only delay transitions which require unambiguous 
3 More specifically, t1 must always be enabled immediately after any execution oft; -it may or may not have been 
enabled before the execution of t;. 
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trigger and killer transitions, and it is a trivial matter to modify a specification so that this is indeed 
the case. 4 
The labelling algorithm recurses depth-first through the graph, starting at the root node. Before 
recursing, data files containing the known triggers and killers for each DELAY transition are read, as 
well as the parameter values to be used for this labelling. While following a path, the current time is 
maintained. Whenever a trigger or killer transition fires, the time at which this occurs is also noted. 
OUTPUT branches in the graph are labelled with the appropriate loss probability parameter values, 
and each path is then labelled separately with a recursive call to the labelling algorithm. If a node 
with child DELAY branches is entered, the most recent times for each child's triggers and killers are 
inspected. If a killer executed more recently than a trigger, the history vector entry for that child is 
undefined; otherwise it is set to be the current time less the trigger time plus the DELAY parameter 
value. The child transition with the smallest defined value in the history vector is chosen and the 
arc is labelled with this value; all the other outgoing arcs are set to have probability zero (this would 
not be the case if the restriction on constant delays was lifted). The labelling algorithm then follows 
this chosen path. 
In the original behaviour graph each node is distinct (that is, not node-equivalent to any other). 
As the graph is labelled, a node may be re-entered but have a different history vector the second 
time. These nodes now represent distinct futures and are thus also distinct. A copy is made of 
the node, and associated with the new history and the current labelling path.. When this new 
node's children are (re)labelled, they too may have different histories, and are then also copied and 
relabelled. A list of copies for each of the original nodes is maintained. When re-entering a node and 
before performing a copy, the node's list is consulted; if there is already a copy with the same history, 
this is re-used and the recursive labelling bottoms out. The labelling algorithm is summarised in 
Algorithm 3. 
The parameterised behaviour graph for the producer-consumer, with the first producer transition 
having delay 7 and reliability 0.9 and the second producer transition having delay 2, is shown in 
Figure 7. Each arc in this figure is labelled with either a probability or a delay, depending on the 
branch type. Node histories are shown to the right of each node. 
Consider how this graph was obtained from that in Figure 6. Execution begins at the root node 
of the behaviour graph, with a history of (7, 2]. That is, transition pl has a delay of 7 before it can 
fire, while transition p2 has a delay of 2. Transition p2 is chosen, and the right arc followed to the 
node containing p2, c2. This node now has a history of (5, 2], as p2 must once again wait for 2 time 
units before it can fire, while pl now has a remaining delay of 5. Once again, p2 is chosen; this 
cycles back to the same node, only this time the history is (3, 2], so the node must be duplicated. 
•The DELAY transition is split into three separate transitions. The body and DELAY clause are retained by a transition 
which also has a PROVIDED flag transition. One of the other two transitions enables flag if it is disabled and all other 
clauses of the original DELAY transition are satisfied; this is the unambiguous trigger. The other does the opposite and 
is the unambiguous killer. Both of these should be high-priority transitions. 
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Figure 7: Parameterised behaviour graph of the Producer-Consumer System 
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labeiNode{N) = 
end 
if N ends with an unrelwble OUTPUT transition 
then begin 
label left arc with probability of no loss 
label right arc with probability of loss 
Ia be lN ode(left child) 
Ia be lN ode{ right child) 
end else begin 
end 
determine the history vector of the node 
if the node is already labelled with a history vector 
then begin 
end 
if there is a copy of the node with this history 
then we are done; return 
else copy this node and all children which end with unreliable OUTPUTs 
choose the child with the shortest defined vector entry 
prune all other child arcs 
labeiN ode{selected child) 
Algorithm 3: Behaviour Graph labelling algorithm. 
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Once again p2 is chosen, and once again there is a cycle back, this time with a history of [1, 2]; 
another duplication is done. Now pl is chosen as it has the shortest delay, and we move to the node 
containing pl. Note that the delay of the arc followed is one, as this is the remaining delay of pl. 
The new node containing pl thus has a history of [7, 1]; that is, p2 has a remaining delay of 1. We 
continue in this fashion until a node is re-entered with an identical history vector. The path through 
the behaviour graph is then terminated. 
The only branches that occur in parameterised graphs when constant delays are used are loss 
branches, which are clearly stochastic. The graph therefore describes a semi-Markov process in which 
the imbedded process is truly stochastic and historyless. This imbedded process can be solved to 
obtain the proportion of executions of each node, after which the delays can be used to obtain the 
throughput figures for the semi-Markov process. This is described in the next section. 
When solving the graph, interest is typically focused on a single process, so transitions belonging 
to other processes can be ignored after the parameterisation has been done. This may result in 
'empty' nodes, which can be removed. Any arcs going to them can be replaced by sets of arcs going 
to their children, with adjusted probabilities and delays (see Figure 8). The end result of this is 
often a considerably smaller graph. Figure 9 show the graph for the consumer process. The arcs are 
labelled with delays, and where appropriate, probabilities. 
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Figure 8: Removing an Empty Node from the Graph (note how the probabilities are changed). 
7.3.2 Obtaining Throughput Measures 
The result of solving the imbedded Markov chain described by the graph is the proportion of exe-
cutions 7rN spent in each node N. From these figures, throughput figures can be obtained directly 
from Equation 3 in Chapter 3: 
7rN 
Throughput(N) = " ( . " ... ·) 
l..Ji 1r, l..Jj Pa,; Ta,; 
If a transition t occurs nN times in node N, then the throughput of the transition is given by: 
Throughput(t) = L nNThroughput(!if) 
N 
For the consumer graph, the steady state for the nodes containing transition c2 is 0.114 while for 
the two containing cl it is 0.102. Using this information together with the delays and probabilities 
in the graph, we obtain: 
and therefore: 
so that, finally: 
L(1ri LPi,jTi,j) = 1.595 
i j 
Throughput( node containing cl) 
Throughput( node containing c2) 
- .Q..ill 
- 1.595 
- .Q.J.ll 
- 1.595 
= 0.064 
= 0.071 
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Figure 9: Parameterised Behaviour Graph of Consumer 
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Throughput( d) = 2 * 0.064 = 0.128 
Throughput(c2) = 7 * 0.071 = 0.5 
These are the same results as obtained from a meta-execution with these parameters (see Fig-
ure 13). 
7.4 Discussion 
While the behaviour graph technique is well-suited to dealing with finite-state machine based for-
malisms, Estelle has some characteristics that mak~ it unsuitable. The main problem is the asyn-
chronous communication between processes. This means that causal relationships between two 
transitions in separate processes may not be obvious. 
A further problem is that by allowing any combination of delay values, we often admit many 
sequences that would never occur in the specification when it has a set of parameters. A simple 
example illustrates the problem well. This example applies to the AB protocol specification in 
Chapter 11, which had to be modified to prevent this situation arising. 
Consider a timeout transition with a delay which is enabled when a message is transmitted. 
Assume there is a provider delay associated with the transmission of the message. To examine the 
execution of the system under all possible sets of delays, the possibility that the timeout is shorter 
than the time required to send the message must be considered. Thus a time out may occur even 
before the message has been completely sent! Depending on the relative value of these delays, time 
outs may occur any number of times before the message is sent. If this happens, the interaction 
point queues become longer, and the throughput gradually degrades to zero in the limit. There are 
an infinite number of different execution traces in this situation, as there is no steady state. The 
only way to get around this problem is to use channel blocking in the specification. 
A disadvantage of the behaviour graph method is the state-explosion problem. The behaviour 
graph method suffers from this problem less than other state-exploration techniques as it com-
pares transition sequences rather than states. Different global states producing the same transition 
sequences are equivalent in the behaviour graph. 
To reduce state-explosion, there are a number of techniques that can be used, including reducing 
the number of DELAY clauses and unreliable outputs, and using a loopback provider; that is, using 
a single protocol system which has its own interactions returned by the provider. The latter results 
in a substantial simplification of the size of the problem, and is the technique we have used in our 
examples (lacking the hardware to explore hundreds of thousands of states). 
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The use of a behaviour graph for performance prediction is similar to the method proposed by 
Rudin ([Rud83, Rud85]). Some of the differences between the methods are: 
• Rudin's machine-readable formalism is never explicitly given; the PEW uses standard ISO 
Estelle; 
• Rudin's method assumes each event takes a single time unit; the PEW can handle any (con-
stant) delay values; 
• It is not clear how Rudin's method can be used predictively; the behaviour graph method is 
completely oriented to prediction; 
• Rudin's method assumes synchronous communication; the behaviour graph method simply 
requires that the growth of channel queues be strictly controlled. 
Part III 
The Protocol Engineering 
Workbench 
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Chapter 8 
The Protocol Engineering 
Workbench 
The PEW is an integrated system containing an editor, an Estelle compiler, an interpreter, a de-
bugger, and separate performance analysis and graph processing utilities. The graph processor also 
assists in protocol testing. The PEW environment has been described previously in [KW90, Whe90a]. 
This chapter describes the structure and implementation of the PEW. 
8.1 Historical Development 
The PEW was designed as a tool for specifying and testing Estelle specifications, using simula-
tion through a meta-implementation. The original intent of the ·simulation capabilities was for 
performance studies, as well as for obtaining model parameters for the closed multiclass queueing 
models proposed by Kritzinger. An early version of the PEW generated MicroSNAP code for such 
a model after executing a specification. However, it was difficult to determine to which servers 
transitions should be allocated. This problem led to the development of the simpler semi-Markov 
model described in Chapter 6, and the implementation of the performance analyser program, which 
is a tool for obtaining throughput figures from the stochastic matrix and holding time matrix of a 
semi-Markov process. 
In investigating the use of the semi-Markov model for prediction, the PEW was enhanced to allow 
batch executions in which a COIST value (specifying a timeout, for example), could be varied over 
some linear range. Information about the effect that executing a transition had on clauses of other 
transitions was also gathered, to assist in determining causal relationships between transitions. All of 
this was aimed at determining relationships between system parameters and the resulting sequences 
of transitions. This investigation led to the development and implementation of the behaviour graph 
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method, with the information about causal relationships being used to determine triggers and killers. 
The PEW was originally developed under MS-DOS on an 80286 PC; a very modest architecture 
which had some implications for its design and implementation. When the behaviour graph method 
was implemented, the PEW was ported to Unix to allow larger systems to be analysed. The Unix 
version is a command-line version, while the DOS version has a much more sophisticated and powerful 
user-interface, the process browser, which we describe later. 
8.2 Structure of the PEW 
The PEW consists of several components, of which the most important are illustrated in Figure 10. 
The components are shown as rectangular blocks, while the files of information input and output by 
the components are shown as ovals. The PEW is been implemented in Borland's Turbo C under the 
MS-DOS operating system, and has been ported to Sun SPARCstations under the BSD4.1 operating 
system, as well as Unix SVR4/386. 1 The source code consists of about 30 000 lines of C, excluding 
an Estelle-to-C translator system. The same source code is used on both DOS and Unix platforms; 
the differences are accounted for by the use of conditional compilation. 
Starting at the top of Figure 10, we have an Estelle specification, created using the editor. This 
editor includes basic syntax-directed editing features and language help. The specification is then 
compiled by the Estelle compiler, which produces a symbol table and a file of pseudo-code (which we 
call E-code) for use by the interpreter. The interpreter provides the meta-implementation of Estelle, 
and can be used to execute specifications in a controlled environment. Various information is_output 
by the interpreter as a result of an execution. This includes a transition sequence count matrix and a 
transition sequence delay matrix. These matrices can be used as input to the performance analyser 
(after converting the transition sequence count matrix to a stochastic matrix). The performance 
analyser solves imbedded Markov chain models using Gaussian elimination. 
The interpreter can also be used for exhaustive analysis of a protocol; this results in the con-
struction of a behaviour graph which can be processed by the graph processor to produce throughput 
figures for different parametric configurations. 
A few other small utilities are also part of the PEW(for example, a utility to convert the matrices 
output at the end of an execution by the PEW into input files suitable for use by the performance 
analyser). 
We now consider the various components in more detail. The performance analyser is not de-
scribed as it simply solves semi-Markov chain models from the stochastic and holding time matrices 
as described in Chapter 6, and the graph processor is not described as it simply implements the 
labelling algorithm and throughput calculations already described in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. 
1 Turbo C is a trademark of the Borland corporation. MS-DOS is a trademark of the Microsoft corporation. Unix 
is a trademark of AT&T Laboratories. Sun and SPARC are trademarks of Sun Microsystems. 
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Figure 10: Structural Components of the Protocol Engineering Workbench 
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8.3 The Compiler 
The PEW compiler supports most of the facilities of Estelle as defined in ISO IS 9074. The compiler 
is based on Brinch Hansen's Pascal compiler [BH85). Recursive descent parsing is used to produce 
target code for an instruction set which we have designed for the meta-implementation of Estelle. 
This E-code is a superset of Hansen's version of Pascal's p-code. The target architecture is a 
hierarchical collection of communicating stack-based virtual machines (VMs), one for each executing 
process. 
An advantage of the virtual machine approach is that we can make E-code as simple or as complex 
as we require. While a large subset of the E-code instructions are simply primitive stack operations 
adopted from Pascal's p-code, a number of high-level instructions corresponding to Estelle-specific 
constructs have been added. For example, the E-code includes a WHEN instruction corresponding to 
a WHEN clause, and an OUTPUT instruction corresponding to an OUTPUT statement. The full set of 
E-code instructions is documented in [Whe90b). 
The compiler can parse Estelle code directly from the in-memory copy of the specification used 
by the editor, eliminating disk accesses with a resulting increase in efficiency. Compilation errors 
result in a return to the editor with the cursor positioned at the offending token. 
Integration of the compiler and interpreter enables the interpreter to make use of the compiler's 
symbol table, eliminating the need for symbolic information E-code instructions for debugging pur-
poses. The exceptions are source code line number information and block scoping information, which 
map positions in the E-code to positions in the source text and scope levels in the symbol table. 
Some restrictions have been made to the Estelle standard to simplify the compiler. Although 
the standard allows partial specifications using unvalued constants, untyped variables and external 
procedures and functions, the PEW compiler accepts only complete specifications. Packed data 
types and real-valued data types are not supported, nor is the ALL clause. The variant forms of JEW 
and DISPOSE are also not supported. Conversely, a few extensions have also been made. As the 
PEW essentially provides a simulation environment, Pascal-like I/0 procedures were added, as well 
as a number of other useful functions and procedures, such as a function to return the simulation 
time, and one to return the length of message queues. Pseudo-random number functions supporting 
several different probability distributions have also been added. 
Of particular interest are a number of compiler directives to control aspects of the execution. 
These include: 
• specifying the reliability of message passing commands (OUTPUT statements). This is useful for 
testing systems where the communication channel is unreliable; 
• specifying the probability distributions of DELAY clauses; 
• specifying whether the output from WRITE and WRITELI statements is to be directed at files, 
the screen, neither or both. Disabling both speeds up execution considerably; 
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• overriding the FIFO nature of interaction queues; 
• specifying the beginning and end of transition groups. 
The transition group directive causes matrices to be generated for a subset of the transitions only. 
This is one of the strategies used for helping to determine mapping functions for the semi-Markov 
process models. 
The compiler operates in a single pass, producing special instructions when forward references 
occur. A three-pass linker is used to resolve these references and remove the (now redundant) special 
instructions. The linker also performs peephole optimisation of the E-code. The code is output to 
a buffer in memory, from where it is read by the interpreter. 
Stand-alone versions of each of the components of the PEW can also be generated. These do 
not perform quite as well (due to the use of disk storage rather than memory for source and target 
code), but allow larger specifications to be compiled and executed under MS-DOS where memory is 
limited. 
8.4 The Interpreter 
The interpreter consists primarily of two components: a scheduler, and an E-code virtual machine 
which we call the E-machine. The E-machine is an extension of the p-machine often used as a target 
by Pascal compilers. 
An E-machine represents a single executing instance of an Estelle module. The complete exe-
cuting system is a hierarchy (tree structure) of E-machines. Each E-machine consists of a number 
of components, including: 
• the module header and body names; 
• the module's class; 
• the machine's transition table, which contains all known information about each transition 
(including several tables of information collected by the interpreter about the execution of the 
transition); 
• a table of pointers to child machines; 
• a pointer to the machine's parent, and the index number of the machine in the parent's child 
machine pointer table; 
• a memory area which is used as a stack and heap. Heap allocation is made from the end of the 
area while the stack grows from the start of the area. If no allocation is done from the heap, 
then the stack can grow dynamically; once a heap allocation is done the memory area becomes 
fixed in size. The stack is referenced via a stack pointer and activation record pointer; 
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• the current state; 
• the current instruction address; 
• an interaction point table, which contains information about all the machine's interaction 
points, including the queue, length of queue, statistics gathered about the queue, debugging 
information and so on; 
• a table of scope levels for symbol table access; 
Some of this information in obtained when certain E-code instructions and interpreter functions 
are executed for the first time, some is gathered during execution, some is used as part of the 
execution (for example, the IP channel queues), and some is used to control the execution (for 
example, breakpoint information). 
Ignoring the gathering of statistics and the symbolic debugging aspects, the core of an E-machine 
is the stack/heap area, the channel queues in the IP table, the transition addresses in the transition 
table (and the corresponding E-code), and three registers s (stack pointer), b (activation record base 
pointer) and p (instruction pointer). These are the same registers as used in a Pascal p-machine. 
The E-code-specific instructions are generally much more complex than p-code instructions, 
which are mostly simple stack operations. The E-machine implementation uses a table-driven in-
struction dispatcher, using the E-code opcode as an index into a table of pointers to functions, one 
function corresponding to each unique E-code instruction. 
Here is a typical p-code instruction function from the interpreter: 
#define TOS stack[s] 
#define PUSH(v) stack [ ++s] = v 
#define POP() stack[s--] 
#define PARAMO (short)code[++p] 
void Proccall() 
{ 
} 
short level= PARAM(), displ = PARAM(), returnLength = PARAM(); 
short x = b; 
vhile (level--) x = stack[x]; I• follov activation chain 
s += returnLength; 
PUSH(x); PUSH(b); PUSH(p); 
b = s - 2; 
p += displ-4; 
I• reserve space for return value •I 
I• create nev activation record •I 
I• branch to procedure or function •I 
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This is the instruction for calling procedures or functions. It has three operands: the number 
of activation record links to traverse to get the appropriate dynamic activation record entry, the 
displacement in the E-code to the address of the code for the procedure, and the number of words 
required to save the returned value. This number of words is reserved on the stack, a new activation 
record is created, and the instruction pointer is modified to point to the function or procedure. 
The following example is for the E-code instruction When, which is generated by the compiler 
for each WHEN clause. This instruction expects an index into the machine's IP table on the stack, 
and leaves this index value plus one on the stack if it is successful, or zero if it fails. The clause is 
successful if there is an interaction at the head of the queue which is of the appropriate type. The 
check against the current time is part of the PEW's implementation of propagation delays described 
in Section 9.2.6. This is one of the simpler E-code-specific instructions. 
void When() { 
} 
short ident = PARAM(), len= PARAM(); 
short index= POP(); 
IP *ip_ptr = VM->IPTable[index]; 
INTERACTION •head = ip_ptr->queue->first; 
if (head lt head->ident == ident tt head->destiP -- ip_ptr 
tt head->time<=globaltime) 
else PUSH(O); 
p+=3; 
PUSH(o:ffset+l); 
The PEW's scheduler algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. The algorithm loops repeatedly until 
the user quits or deadlock is detected. Other exit conditions are when a user-specified timelimit is 
exceeded, or the pathAbort flag is set. The latter flag is set by the behaviour graph algorithm to 
terminate exploration of a path. The scheduler makes use of two primary functions, evalClauses 
(Algorithm 5) and executeTransitions (Algorithm 6). The evalClauses algorithm is called re-
cursively for the entire tree of virtual machines, and records information about what transitions 
are immediately fireable, and which are enabled but have DELAY clauses. executeTransitions is 
then called to either select a set of transitions to execute (and execute them in turn by calling 
execBlock), or update the clock if there are no transitions ready to fire.· Both evalClauses and 
execTransitions call execBlock (Algorithm 7) to execute blocks of E-code. 
Points to note from the evalClauses algorithm are: 
• a channel-blocking option is supported by the PEW. This will prevent a transition from firing 
if there is already an interaction on the OUTPUT queue. If a transition has more than one 
OUTPUT statement, only the first is checked; 
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while user hasn't quit and no deadlock do begin 
recursively call evalClauses 
i:f no fireable transitions then begin 
i:f there are enabled DELAY transitions 
then i:f building a behaviour graph 
then choose unexplored DELAY branch and call executeTransi tions 
else update time by smallest remaining DELAY 
else report deadlock and exit 
else executeTransitions 
i:f timelimit exceeded then exit loop 
i:f pathAbort then exit loop 
i:f in interactive mode then get command 
end while 
Algorithm 4: The Scheduler Algorithm 
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• the DELAY and PROVIDED clauses are executed within the scope of the WHEN clause, which 
introduces new identifiers for each of the interaction arguments (if any). For this reason an 
activation record is created before these clauses are evaluated and removed afterward; 
• if building a behaviour graph, DELAY clauses always fail; 
• to determine if a WHEN, DELAY or PROVIDED clause is satisfied, evalClauses calls execBlock 
to execute the E-code for that clause. 
The execBlock algorithm is straightforward: it executes instructions repeatedly by calling the 
function pointed to by the function table entry corresponding to the current opcode. If there 
is no corresponding table entry, an illegal instruction is reported. Execution continues until an 
END CLAUSE or ENDTRANS opcode is encountered; the former indicates the end of code for a WHEN, 
DELAY or PROVIDED clause, while the latter indicates the end of a transition body. Two opcodes 
are handled explicitly in execBlock. Execution profiling shows that more than 50% of E-code 
instructions executed by the interpreter are COliSTAliT instructions; these are thus handled inline 
to avoid the overhead of a function call. The liEWLiliE instruction is used to synchronise E-code 
instructions with line numbers in the Estelle specification so that the process browser (described 
below) can position the cursor at the Estelle statement which is being executed. 
As the PEW compiler and interpreter are integrated into a single system, the compiler does not 
destroy the symbol table it creates when compilation is completed, but instead passes this symbol 
table to the interpreter. This information is used to assist in implementing the process browser 
user interface to the interpreter. The process browser is documented in detail in [Whe90c], and is 
described in brief in Section 8.5. 
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loop through each transition in the table 
if first time this transition is being examined 
then record static info in table entry 
enabled = TRUE 
waiting = FALSE 
if using channel blocking and transition has an OUTPUT statement 
then if an interaction is queued at the endpoint 
then enabled = FALSE 
if transition has FROM clause 
then if the clause is not satisfied 
then enabled = FALSE 
if transition has WHEN clause 
then if it is satisfied 
then push interaction arguments onto stack 
else enabled = FALSE 
make an activation record 
if transition has DELAY clause 
then if building behaviour graph or clause fails 
then begin 
end 
waiting = TRUE 
enabled = FALSE 
if transition has PROV clause 
then if it is not satisfied 
then begin 
end 
waiting = FALSE 
enabled = FALSE 
pop activation record 
pop interaction arguments from stack 
if enabled 
then record a fireable transition 
else if waiting 
then record an enabled DELAY transition 
end loop 
Algorithm 5: The evalClauses Algorithm 
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doneSomething = FALSE 
Count= 0 
if building a behavzour graph 
then if there is a delay target in this V M 
then select it for execution 
loop through all transitions in VM 
if transition is fireable 
then begin 
increment Count 
end 
end loop 
if highest priority so far 
then select transition for execution 
if Count is not zero but nothing is selected 
then select a fireable transition randomly 
if a transition is selected 
then call execBlock to do it 
else loop through all child VMs 
call executeTransitions for child 
if a child transition was executed 
end loop 
then if V M class is ACTIVITY or SYSTEMACTIVITY 
then exit loop 
Algorithm 6: The executeTransitions Algorithm 
while opcode not ENDCLAUSE or ENDTRANS do begin 
if opcode is CONSTANT 
then push operand and increment p 
else if opcode is NEWLINE 
then begin 
end 
increment p 
synchronise display 
check breakpoints 
else if there is a table entry for opcode 
then call the function pointed to by table 
else report illegal instruction 
end while 
Algorithm 7: The execBlock Algorithm 
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Figure 11: Process Browser Display 
When the interpreter exits, it writes a file containing statistics and information about the exe-
cution. These include the enablement and firing of transitions, amount of traffic over channels and 
mean delays of events. The user may request various levels of detail in this execution record , up to 
a full execution trace. Transition sequence matrices are also included in this information fil e. An 
example is shown in Figure 13. 
8.5 The Process Browser 
The process browser is a multi-windowed user interface to the PEWs interpreter (Figure 11) available 
under MS-DOS. The process browser shows information about one particular module instance (VM) 
at a time. The bottom line of the display indicates the name, type and state of the currently viewed 
VM , and the execution time. Four windows are displayed on the screen: 
• the source window shows the Estelle source code; 
• the child window shows the module variables of the VM; 
• the transition window shows information about the VM's transitions; 
• the interaction point window shows the IP variables and the channel queue contents of the 
VM . 
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The size of the windows can be changed by the user . 
One window is always active, and has a moveable cursor ; the user can scroll the contents of the 
window up and down if they do not fit completely in the window. Moving the cursor in either the 
source code window or transition window will cause the other window to be updated accordingly. 
Thus by moving the cursor through the entries of the transition window , for example , the source 
code for each transition can easily be located. 
By pressing ENTER when the cursor is on a module variable entry in the child window , that child 
VM will be selected for display. A function key is used to select the parent of the current VM. It is 
thus easy to manoeuvre through the VM tree . Pressing ENTER in any of the other three windows 
will cause a menu to pop up with commands applicable to the window. Each of these menus includes 
commands to set , clear and modify breakpoints on the associated item (line number, transition , or 
interaction point). The actions associated with breakpoints include returning to user control , adding 
symbolic information to the log file, and activating other breakpoints. Other menu commands allow 
statistical information to be viewed, jumping to specific source lines, showing connection endpoints 
of IPs, and so on. An interaction can be deleted from a channel queue by positioning the cursor on 
it and pressing the DEL key. 
The process browser can be switched between an Estelle view and an E-code view of the speci-
fication ; single-stepping is performed on the current level. In other words , when viewing E-code, a 
'single-step statement' instruction single-steps on a single E-code instruction rather than on an Es-
telle statement. When viewing E-code, the interaction point window is changed to show the process 
stack . 
An 1/0 window can be called up showing all 1/0 that occurs between the user and the executing 
specification. WRITE and WRITELN statements can be separately enabled and disabled with compiler 
directives, and their results sent to either or both the I/0 window and execution log file. 
Execution can be controlled in a number of ways. A time limit can be specified , or single-stepping 
can be done at various levels (Estelle statements , transitions, scheduler iterations) . 
When building behaviour graphs the process browser screen is not updated completely; all that 
is displayed is the number of nodes exp lored thus far and the amount of free nodes still available. 
This speeds up the graph building process considerably. 
8.6 Checking a Specification 
The PEW performs some checks when it compiles a specification. While this is far from a full 
verification , it assists in finding obvious errors. Amongst other checks, the following errors are 
reported: 
• Interactions that are OUTPUT but never referenced in WHEN clauses; 
• Transitions with WHEN clauses that refer to interactions that are never OUTPUT; 
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• States that can never be reached ; 
• States that can never be left . 
The PEW also detects and reports global deadlock if it occurs when executing a specification . 
The behaviour graph technique can detect whether livelock or deadlock situations exist; an example 
of this is shown in Chapter 11. 
We now examine various features of the PEW designed to assist in performance evaluation of 
protocol specifications using meta-executions. 
Chapter 9 
Performance Evaluation using 
Meta-Executions 
The most general way in which the PEW can be used to evaluate the performance of a system 
specified in Estelle is by executing the compiled specification. Before a specification can be executed , 
it must be made 'complete ' by including appropriate user and provider layer processes. We describe 
the requirements of these processes and the faci lities in the PEW which aid in their implementation , 
as well as the types of output that can be produced by the PEW. 
9.1 System Structure 
In order to compile and execute a system specified m Estelle, it -is necessary to add upper and 
lower layer processes representing respectively the user of the system's services , and the provider 
of services . For example, a link layer protocol specification based on the OSI model could have a 
provider process representing the physical layer , and a user process representing the network and 
higher layers. These upper and lower processes need not be complete protocol systems in themselves; 
they are just required to drive the system being studied, and represent a workload and operating 
environment. The typical structure of the resulting specification is shown in Figure 12 . 
In principle it should be possible to generate the user and provider processes automatically given 
a system to be studied, and the characteristic features to be provided by the corresponding user and 
provider (in fact this has been done in the EWS system described in the next chapter). The current 
implementation of the PEW requires these processes to be created by hand, but a future version 
should address this . 
Although we use this basic structure in our examples, the PEW can handle multi-layer and multi-
peer specifications, and the performance evaluation techniques can still be applied to these. The only 
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Figure 12 : Structure of an Executable Specification, consisting of User , Protocol and Provider 
Entities. 
restriction on specifications for building the semi-Markov models is that the process structure, once 
created, remains static (so no further processes can be created and destroyed) . This restriction is also 
required to use the behaviour graph technique. It is simply a limit on the current implementation ; the 
PEW allocates each transition in each module instantiation a global index during initialisation of the 
top-level process only. If the indexing method were to be extended to handle dynamic process~s, then 
all the performance analysis methods would still be available , although the behaviour graph technique 
would require in addition that the dynamic processes be created and destroyed deterministically. 
9.1.1 The User Process 
The user process is required to drive the system under study. A typical user process will make 
service requests of the system, and consume any responses. Some of these responses may in turn 
require further service requests. The complexity of the user process is in general dependent on the 
number of different service request and response primitives provided by the underlying system. 
9.1.2 The Provider Process 
The provider process is required to provide the implicit peer-to-peer communication between the 
systems being studied . The complexity of this layer is dependent on the number of 'features' of 
lower layers being modelled. As the provider process includes the lower layers , these features may 
be numerous, and include: 
• message loss and corruption; 
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• rearrangement of the order of messages ; 
• transmission and propagation delays ; 
• expedited message transmission . 
Unfortunately, Estelle is unwieldy in implementing some of these facilities , parti cularly message 
rearrangement and expedited delivery. While it is straightforward in Estelle to associate a delay 
with the delivery of a message by the provider, allowing separate transmission and propagation 
delays is less so. The PEW provides a number of facilities for simplifying the simulation of these 
characteristics. 
The provider process can pass interac tions back to the same process it receives them from (much 
like the ' loopback ' modes supported by communication hardware for testing purposes), or to a single 
separate similar process (for point-to-point communication) , or to multiple processes (for broadcast 
communication) . The latter is unwieldy to specify in the PEW, as the ALL clause is not supported . 
As a result, we have restricted our use of the PEW to point-to-point based protocols , in normal and 
loopback modes. 
9.2 Facilities provided by the PEW 
Several facilities in the PEW make the implementation of user and provider processes easier . These 
include the specification of channel reliabilities and the implementation of several probability dis-
tributions for delays . These features are all enabled by using compiler directives imbedded within 
comments in the Estelle specification. Their use thus has no effect on the Estelle specification itself, 
which can remain ISO standard Estelle. 
Any of these facilities can be used when experimenting with specifications and building semi-
Markov models . When building behaviour graph, only the unreliable output and priority queue 
directives are supported. 
9.2.1 Channel Losses 
The $R< reliability percentage> directive is used to specify the reliability of the next OUTPUT statement 
that follows in the text of the specification . For example, { $R100} specifies that the next OUTPUT 
statement in the specification is completely reliable , and no messages will be lost (this is the default) . 
The directive applies to a single OUTPUT statement only; after compiling any OUTPUT statement 
the compiler sets the reliability back to 100%. When the PEW executes an OUTPUT statement , it 
generates a random number in the closed range [ 1, 1 00] . If this number is greater than the reliability 
percentage of the OUTPUT statement, the message will be discarded rather than appended to the 
destination interaction point queue. 
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This directive is usually used only in the provider process , as it is this process which is responsible 
for modelling the physical layer, where such losses typically occur. Furthermore , it is usually only 
used when the system being studied includes the link layer functions . On the other hand, if we 
were studying a transport level protocol , we could usually assume that the provider process provides 
reliable communication, and would not want to use such directives. 
9.2.2 Resequencing of Interactions 
The $QR compiler directive is used to override the FIFO nature of message queues in Estelle. When 
this directive is used, the next interaction point that is declared has a random queueing order for all 
messages arriving at that point. Messages OUTPUT through the point are not affected. For both sides 
of a connection to have random queueing, both connection end points must have their declarations 
immediately preceded by the directive. This facility is useful for modelling the possible effects of 
. dynamic routing in packet-switching networks, for example, in which two consecutive packets may 
take different routes through the network, with the first packet arriving later than the second. 
Neither random queueing nor priority queueing (discussed next) will place an interaction at the 
head of the queue unless the queue is empty. This ensures that executable transitions with WHEN 
clauses are guaranteed the integrity of the message at the head of the queue. 
9.2.3 Priority Queueing 
The $QP directive is used to select priority queueing on a channel type. Channel declarations include 
the declaration of all the interaction types that may pass through that channel in either direction . 
The PEW allocates priorities to the interaction types (separately for each direction or role), starting 
with zero (the highest priority) and increasing by one each time (successively lower priorities). To 
declare priority classes (that is, groups of interactions with the same priority) , the priority counter 
can be set to a specific value at any point with the $PR=< value> directive. An example of a priority 
channel declaration is: 
{$QP Select priority queueing} 
CHANNEL prot_prov_chan(prot_role, prov_role); 
BY prot_role, prov_role: 
{•• REJ frames have highest priority of 0 ••} 
REJ(send_seq:seq_type; recv_seq:seq_type); 
{•• RR frames have priority 1 ••} 
RR(send_seq:seq_type; recv_seq:seq_type); 
{•• RNR has same priority as RR ••} 
{$PR=1} RNR(send_seq:seq_type; recv_seq:seq_type); 
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{ I frames have priority 2 which is the lowest } 
I(send_seq:seq_type; recv_seq:seq_type; data:data_type; ok:BOOLEAN); 
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When the PEW OUTPUTs an interaction over a priority channel, the interaction gets queued after 
the first interaction already in the queue having the same or higher priority. It thus moves ahead 
of any lower priority interactions at the tail of the queue. An interaction already at the head of the 
queue will not be displaced . 
9.2.4 Corruption of Interactions 
The PEW has no inbuilt facility for message corruption. This is achieved more easily by including 
protocol-specific code in the provider process . For example, if a CRC check is used for detecting 
corrupted interactions , the provider could randomly change the CRC field of an interaction before 
passing it on. A simple method is to include a Boolean flag which indicates whether the containing 
frame is corrupt ; this can then be set randomly with a certain probability. The I-frame declaration 
in the priority queue example above contains such a field . An alternative that is assumed when 
building behaviour graphs is that interaction corruption could be considered the same as loss . 
9.2.5 Delay ·Distributions 
The Estelle standard does not specify how time is distributed in DELAY clauses. This is because 
DELAY clauses are used to specify the value of timeouts and other time values in a specification , 
not to specify the arrival rate of service requests or provider responses . However, when using the 
PEW for performance evaluation, DELAY clauses are used in the latter manner in the provider and 
user processes. These delays are typically not uniformly distributed . The PEW thus provides a 
selection of distribution types that can be used in DELAY clauses , namely exponential ($E) , Poisson 
($P) , Geometric ($G) and uniform (the default) . 
Although these distributions generate values up to infinity, DELAY clauses in Estelle have a spec-
ified minimum and maximum value. These minimum and maximum values can sti ll be used ; the 
PEW will then generate delays in the subrange specified by these values. If a delay value outside of 
the range is generated, it will be discarded, and a new one generated , until a value in the range is 
generated. In most cases, we can limit the maximum value to a fairly small value without seriously 
affecting the distribution, as the probability of a delay being greater than the maximum is suffi-
ciently small as to be negligible. It should be noted however, that the delay values generated in the 
PEW are discrete integers, whereas the real distributions are continuous (except for the geometric 
distribution) . Thus the PEW can only approximate these distributions at best . 
The compiler directives to specify these delay distributions require a distribution type specifier , 
and an expected value . The latter is the mean of the distribution . For example, the DELAY clause: 
{$E10} DELAY (1,*) 
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specifies an approximate exponential distribution with expected value of 10, but a minimum value 
of 1 and maximum value of 32767 (the largest positive integer represented by the 16-bit E-code). 
The PEW also supports random number generating functions which use the same distribution 
routines as the DELAY clause . These take three arguments , representing the mean value, and min-
imum and maximum values as in the DELAY clause. The numbers generated by these routines can 
be used in DELAY clauses as well to achieve the same effect as a delay distribution directive. The 
use of the routines has the disadvantage that the specification itself becomes non-standard (as the 
routines are PEW-specific), but have the advantage that they can be modified in the paramet ric 
execution method described in section 9. 7, whereas in the current implementation the compiler 
directives cannot. 
9.2.6 Propagation Delays 
The use of DELAY clauses in the provider process allows the modelling of end-to-end delays in a 
system. Sometimes this is not sufficient. Consider for example a packet switching network with 
a sliding window protocol. There is a limit to how fast the packets can be sent by one side (the 
transmission time) as well as a (possibly constant) propagation delay for the packets to reach the 
other side. The fact that the propagation delay is often significantly longer than the transmission 
time is one of the reasons for the development of sliding window protocols. Another case in which 
this occurs is in microwave transmission. 
Simulating these two separate delays in Estelle can lead to a considerably more complex provider 
layer. The provider needs to have delayed transitions in which packets are dequeued from the 
system (the delay here being the transmission time) and then buffer these packets internally until 
thepropagation delay has elapsed, before the packets can be OUTPUT to the peer system. The best 
solution in standard Estelle is to include an internal communication channel within the provider, 
which is used to obtain a two-stage delay - one delayed transition dequeues the packet from the 
system and OUTPUTs it to the internal channel, while another delayed transition dequeues it from 
the internal channel and OUTPUTs it to the peer .1 
The PEW addresses this problem by providing a $D=<delay> directive. This directive associates 
a propagation delay with interactions OUTPUT through the next declared interaction point. The PEW 
timestamps each interaction that is OUTPUT through the interaction point with its arrival time, and 
these arrival times are checked by the PEW when evaluating WHEll clauses. If the interaction at 
the head of a queue has a timestamp later than the current time, all WHEll clauses referring to that 
interaction point will fail. 
The current version of the PEW only supports constant propagation delays , and does not allow 
the simultaneous use of propagation delays and random or priority queueing on a single connection . 
1 Th.is would imply that the transitions would have both IIHEI clauses and OUTPUT statements , which is in violation 
of the ISO standard. The PEW can handle such transitions without any difficulty (in fact, the reason for the ISO 
restriction is not clear). However , a portability warning will be issued. 
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We have not used this facility in our case studies as it cannot be used m conjunction with the 
behaviour graph method as currently implemented in the PEW. 
9.3 The Log File Output 
The PEW produces an extensive listing summarising the results of an execution. These results 
are produced automatically at the end of an execution, and can also be produced as a result of 
the execution of breakpoints in the specification by the debugger, or explicitly by the user during 
execution. An excerpt from such a listing is shown in Figure 13 . This is from a simple two-process 
producer-consumer system. The p..lllod process is a producer with two transitions, each OUTPUTing 
different messages at different intervals. One of the two OUTPUTs is unreliable. The consumer c..lllod 
simply consumes these messages using two transitions with appropriate WHEN clauses. The full 
specification of this system is given in Figure 4, Chapter 7. 
Shown in this figure are: 
• the transition sequence count table showing how often each transition in a process was followed 
by others. This information is used in to derive the semi-Markov process models. Transitions 
can be grouped together, with the sequence counts built separately for each transition group. 
This is useful to restrict attention to a particular subset of transitions. An entry in the ith 
row and pn column indicates that the ith transition was followed consecutively by the pn 
transition that many times. ln the example it can be seen that the second producer transition 
was followed directly by itself 3570 times; 
• the execution summary for each transition, showing how often it was enabled and fired , the 
time it first fired , the time it most recently fired, the mean delay between it firing and the 
prior transition firing , the mean delay between occurrences of itself (the cycle or recurrence 
time) , and the mean delay between it firing and the next transition firing. For example, it can 
be clearly seen that the first producer transition output messages at an average rate of one 
every seven time units , while the second did so every two time units ; 
• A summary of the traffic dequeued through each process ' interaction points. This includes 
the total number of dequeued interactions, the maximum length reached by the queue, the 
mean time spent by dequeued interactions in the queue (that is , the mean time between an 
interaction being OUTPUT and being dequeued by a WHEN clause) , and the maximum time spent 
in the queue by any dequeued interaction; 
• A summary of the interactions sent by each process through each of its interaction points , 
including how many were sent successfully and how many were lost (the latter only occurs if 
the reliability of an associated OUTPUT is less than 100%); 
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Unattributed 1.1 p_mod (producer_body) [Implicit] (!nit time: 1) 
================================================z==================== 
TRANSITION SEQUENCE COUNT TABLE 
1 2 
1 : 0 : 1428: 
2 : 1428:3570: 
TRANSITION EXECUTION SUMMARY 
From To Enabled Fired First Last Back Self Forward 
ANY -> SAME 
ANY -> SAME 
1428 1428 
5713 4999 
8 9997 1.500 6.995 0 . 500 
3 9999 1.571 2.000 1.857 
INTERACTION POINTS 
Name Total Traffic Max Length Mean Tiae Max Time 
p_ip 0 
INTERACTION OUTPUTS 
IP p_ip Intr: message2 
IP p_ip Intr: message! 
CURRENT QUEUE CONTENTS 
Ip p_ip ( 0) : empty 
0 0 0 
Sent: 4999 Lost: 0 Total: 4999 
Sent: 1284 Lost: 144 Total: 1428 
Figure 13 : Sample Excerpt of Execution Summary Statistics 
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Unattributed 1.2 c_mod (consumer_body) [Implicit] (!nit time: 1) 
TRANSITION SEQUENCE COUNT TABLE 
1 2 
1: 0 : 1284: 
2:1284:3714: 
TRANSITION EXECUTION SUMMARY 
From To Enabled Fired First Last Back Self Forward 
ANY -> SAME 
ANY -> SAME 
1284 1284 
4999 4999 
8 9997 1.501 7.780 0.499 
3 9999 1.614 2.000 1.871 
INTERACTION POINTS 
Name Total Traffic Max Length Mean Tiae Max Time 
c_ip 6283 2 0 0 
CURRENT QUEUE CONTENTS 
Ip c_ip ( 0) : empty 
Figure 13: Sample Excerpt of Execution Summary Statistics '(continued) 
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========================================================================= 
EXIT AT GLOBAL TIME 10001 
CLASSIFICATION KEY 
c_mod has 2 transitions starting at 
p_mod has 2 transitions starting at 3 
GLOBAL TRANSITION SEQUENCE COUNT TABLE GLOBAL TRANSITION SEQUENCE DELAY TABLE 
1 2 I 3 4 
1: 0:1284 : 1 0: 0: 
2:1284:3714:1 0: 0: 
3:1284: o: I 0:1428: 
4: 0:4999:11428:3570: 
1 2 I 
1 : • : o. 499 : I 
2: 1.501: 2.000:1 
3 
•: 
.. 
4 
.. 
•: 
3: o.ooo: •: I •: 0.500: 
4: •: o. ooo: I 1. 500: 2. ooo: 
Figure 13: Sample Excerpt of Execution Summary Statistics (continued) 
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• The contents of the queues associated with each process ' interaction points at the time of 
termination , including the length of the queue , and the time at which the interactions were 
OUTPUT. Only the first few interactions at the head of the queue are shown. 
At the end of the listing are two additional tables produced by the PEW. The global transition 
count table shows the transition sequence counts for all processes , as well as the linkages between 
layers. Note that the diagonal submatrices of this table correspond to the transition sequence count 
tables for the individual processes. The entries outside of these diagonals are the linkage counts. 
A linkage count entry of n in the ith row and jlh column indicates that that n interactions that 
were dequeued by transition j were output by transition i. For example, transition 1 (the first 
transition in the consumer) dequeued 1284 interactions that were output by transition 3 (the first 
transition in the producer) . The global transition sequence delay table shows the mean delays that 
were measured between each consecutive pair of transitions. Usually only the diagonal submatrices 
will have non-zero entries, unless a global matrix for the whole system is requested by the user. The 
sequence delay in row i column j is measured from the time that transition i began execution to the 
time that transition j began execution . If a transition which has a delay is executed, the transition 
only executes after that delay has elapsed. Thus the measured delay is more dependent on the delay 
associated with transition j than transition i . 
In terms of measuring performance, the most useful information is the execution counts for the 
various transitions , which can be used to determine performance measures such as throughput . The 
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information in the tables can also indicate problems in a protocol (for example, a queue which is 
becoming increasingly long due to the arrival rate of interactions exceeding the service rate of these 
interactions) , possible redundancies (transitions that never execute), and other characteristics. 
9.4 The Execution Trace 
The PEW can also produce a straightforward execution trace record , in the form of a sequence of 
(time, transitionindex) pairs . A utility has been implemented allowing an arbitrary subset of tran-
sitions in the system to be selected; a trace which only includes those transitions is then extracted, 
and transition sequence count, stochastic, and holding time matrices are computed and output. This 
utility is extremely useful when using the PEW to build semi-Markov models. A meta-execution of 
the specification for a certain set of parameters can be done once only and its trace saved; the utility 
can then be used repeatedly to experiment with different transition subsets to find a suitable set 
on which to base the model. The utility can also automatically add new 'transitions ' to the trace 
corresponding to the high-priority transitions described in Section 6.5.4. 
9.5 Interaction Time Traces 
Another facility of the PEW is the generation of time traces of the exchange of interactions. Such 
a trace represents a graph of the exchange of interactions in which the one axis is the scheduler 
iteration (and hence time) , and the other axis represents the different processes. Each time an 
interaction is output, the interaction name is printed at the appropriate place in the trace. These 
traces have been useful in quick checks of protocols behaviour. Figure 14 shows an example of part 
of such a trace. These traces could potentially be used in protocol validation , as they could be 
checked to ensure no illegal sequences of service primitives occur in an execution, for example. 
9.6 Clause Analysis 
The PEW can also generate a file during execution which gives information about the effect that 
executing each transition had on the clauses of other transitions . An excerpt from such a file is 
shown in Figure 15. This example shows the information for two transition executions. 
Each entry consists of a row of information about the executed transition, followed by zero or 
more rows of information about the affected transitions. These latter rows are each indented. The 
information given for the executed transition is: 
• the meta-index of the transition; 
• the time at which it fired ; 
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[ 1 ]z===provider=====user====•====protocol=2sz=z••== 
[ 11 ]====provider=====user=========protocol========== 
send_request 
data_request 
[ 28 ]====provider=====user=========protocol========== 
data_respons 
poll_ user 
ack_request 
receive_resp 
[ 31 ]====provider=====user=========protocol========== 
ack_response 
poll_ user 
poll_user 
[ 43 ]====provider=====user=========protocol========== 
send_request 
data_request 
[ 45 ]====provider=====user=========protocol========== 
data_respons 
poll_ user 
ack_request 
receive_resp 
[ 46 ]==-=provider=*Zaauser=-=-•••••protocol•----·----
ack_response 
poll_ user 
poll_user 
[ 56 ]====provider=====user=========protocol========== 
send_request 
data_request 
[ 59 ]====provider=====user=========protocol========== 
data_respons 
poll_ user 
ack_request 
receive_resp 
Figure 14: Part of an Interaction Time Trace 
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!30CI 
46 w 
59 w 
30 p 
!46CI 
46 vp 
47 p 
59 1l 
2 w 
8 w 
1 ua:2 
PF (vP-F :WP-F) 
(v--f: W--f) 
F (-P-F:-p-F) 
1 a:O 
F (WP-F:vp-F) 
F (vP-F:vp-F) 
(W--f:v--f) 
F (v--F:W--F) 
(v--f:W--f) 
a : O 
a: 13 
ua:2 
a:O 
a:1 
a: 13 
cms : 2 
cms:8 
Figure 15 : Part of a Clause Cause-Effect Trace 
• the name of the module variable to which the. transition 's containing VM is bound; 
• the index of the transition in the VM 's transition table. 
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Thus the first row indicates that the second transition of the process bound to the ua module 
variable was executed at time 1. This transition has meta-index 30. The meta-index is a unique 
integer identifying a particular transition in a particular module instance. These correspond to the 
rows and columns of the global transition sequence matrices. 
The information given for each affected transition is : 
• the meta-index of the transition; 
• the difference in clause states; 
• the clauses that were satisfied and remain so; 
• the old and new clause states; 
• the module variable and transition index. 
Thus for example, the execution of transition 30 at time 1 resulted in the WHEN clause of transition 
46 becoming enabled, while the PROVIDED and FROM clauses were already enabled and were unaffected. 
A utility has been implemented which processes the information in this fil e and produces a 
summary of the effects of the execution of each transition . The information produced is the number 
of times each transition executed, as well as the number of times the execution had each of the 
following four possible 'effects ' on each clause of each transition in the system: 
• clause was not satisfied but became satisfied; 
• clause was satisfied but became not satisfied; 
• clause was satisfied and was unaffected ; 
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• clause was not satisfied and was unaffected; 
The number of times of each of the four cases are also given as percentages. 
Although the PEW made use of some of this information at an early stage (in the behaviour 
graph method) , outputting and summarising this information is a recent addition to the PEW. Early 
impressions are that this information could be useful although exactly how to use it is still being 
considered . 
9. 7 Parametric Executions 
A primary application of performance evaluation is fine-tuning a system for optimal throughput . 
This involves modifying system parameters such as timeout delays, buffer sizes, and so on , to deter-
mine the best combination of values. In some cases, there may be a trade-off between performance 
and resource requirements. For example, memory is needed for buffers; a buffer cannot be increased 
in size if there is no further memory available. 
The execution capabilities of the PEW can be used for such studies. Parameters can be changed , 
the specification recompiled, further executions performed, and the effect on the throughput noted . 
Often this process is tedious, requiring human intervention each time a parameter is changed. For 
parametric studies where the independent variable can be represented by a single CONSTANT in the 
specification , the PEW can automate this process. It would be straightforward to extend this to the 
case of more than one variable. 
The Analyze menu of the PEW allows the user to specify the independent variable , the minimum 
and maximum values it should take, the increment to be used between each execution, and the 
duration of execution to be used each time. The PEW recompiles the specification for each value in 
the specified range, executes the specification for the appropriate length of time , and tabulates the 
results . 
The results thus produced are different to the execution log that was described in the previous 
section. One or two tables are produced, the first tabulating the execution counts of each named 
transition in the specification. This naming of transitions is a standard feature of Estelle ; the NAME 
directive is one of the clause types in the language. It has no semantic significance in Estelle other 
than for reference purposes, but has been used in the PEW to identify important transitions. The 
execution counts of a named transition are averaged over all processes tha,t contain that transition. 
The second table tabulates the results of user-specified expressions involving the named transi-
tions and a special variable called time , which represents the execution time specified by the user . 
For example, if there is a transition to receive an acknowledgement for a correctly transmitted in-
teraction, the execution count of this transition is the number of interactions that were correctly 
transmitted during execution. If this transition has the name GetACK , we can specify the following 
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ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Execution time: 10000 units 
timeout send res end getack dupack inseq out seq 
================================================================== 
8 1522 575 1521 274 1522 378 
10 1670 329 1669 36 1670 129 
12 1607 288 1606 7 1606 94 
14 1608 256 1607 0 1608 79 
16 1498 273 1497 0 1498 86 
18 1471 247 1470 0 1471 78 
20 1421 239 1420 0 1421 82 
================================================================== 
timeout throughput 
8 0.152 
10 0.167 
12 0.161 
14 0.161 
16 0.15 
18 0.147 
20 0.142 
Figure 16: Sample Parametric Execution Results 
expression in the Analyze menu to evaluate the mean throughput of all the protocol processes in 
the system in terms of interactions sent per unit time: 
throughput = GetACK I time 
Up to eight such expressions can be defined. Figure 16 shows the results produced when varying 
the timeout of an AB protocol specification, and computing the throughput as described above. 
Chapter 10 
Other Protocol Engineering Tools 
The problems of protocol engineering have led to the development of several Computer-Aided Soft-
ware Engineering (CASE) tools for protocol development and testing. In this chapter we describe 
some other Estelle-based tools, all of which were developed as part of the European Strategic Pro-
gramme for Research in Information Technology (ESPRJ7)[DAC+89]. The objectives of this project 
were to produce a set of tool prototypes to assist in formal description , validation and implementation 
of protocols within an open, extensible environment . The tools are aimed at testing , implementa-
tion and simulation ; none of them use an analytical approach like that in the PEW, which provides 
considerably more powerful performance evaluation capabilities. 
There are many tools aimed at performance evaluation that use other specification methods 
(see for example [SMC90, GR91, MIL89, JMG88, 12590, Fle88, Hol91, New91]) ; however, protocol-
oriented performance evaluation tools are rare and almost always use simulation to achieve their 
task. Analytical tools are usually either oriented at specific classes of protocols (in particular LANs 
and network layer routing protocols) or use model-oriented rather than implementation-oriented 
specification methods. The PEW is thus unique in being a (mostly) general-purpose implementation-
oriented tool which allows three different approaches to performance evaluation (simulation , stochas-
tic model generation, and behaviour graphs) . 
10 .1 ESTIM 
ESTIM (Estelle Simulator based on an Interpretive Machine) [JdSS92] is a tool that allows the 
simulation of Estelle* specifications. Estelle* is a version of Estelle that supports a rendezvous 
mechanism for synchronous communication, which in turn allows efficient process algebra verification 
techniques to be used (as well as helping to ensure that the number of global states is finite, the 
need for which was discussed in Chapter 7) . The semantics of time are based on Time Petri Nets 
and are essentially the same as those of the PEW. Only system activity modules are supported , and 
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transitions with WHEN clauses may not have PRIORITY clauses. 
The simulation capabilities of ESTIM are designed for protocol testing rather than performance 
evaluation . The simulator is thus highly interactive , with the user being able to control the selection 
of transitions to be executed, display the values of variables , and so on. 
Verification is done by building a global reachability graph , and then processing this to extract 
a simplified automaton representing the service provided by the protocol. Communication through 
a selected set of channels in the reachability graph is used as the basis for the derived service 
automaton. This automaton can then be checked by the user to see if it provides the expected 
serv1ce. 
10 .2 ED T 
The EDT (Estelle Development Toolset) system was developed by Bull S.A . in cooperation with 
Marben , and has since been extended by the French National Telecommunications Institute (INT). 
EDT consists of several components: 
• a syntax-oriented editor for Estelle (this was rejected by users for being 'unfriendly '); 
• an Estelle compiler which compiles to an intermediate code; 
• a prototype driver generator which generates an underlying layer according to attributes such 
as whether interactions can be lost or rearranged , and an upper user layer which allows the 
user to interactively construct and send interactions to the protocol ; 
• a back-end and run-time library to generate BSD Unix-based C code for implementation or 
simulation; 
• a simulator/debugger which includes the ability to backtrack and replay ; 
The basic architecture of the EDT system is shown in Figure 17. 
EDT relies on Unix to provide concurrency and inter-process communication , and uses Unix 
socket s to provide the underlying network service when generating implementations. 
The simulator/debugger provides a powerful environment for testing the protocol. The biggest 
drawback is the user-interface, which is teletype-oriented and uses a large set of obscure commands. 
A graphical front-end would simplify the use of the debugger enormously; such a front-end is cur-
rently being developed . Although aimed at the debugging , testing and implementation of protocols , 
the EDT team have recently begun considering how to enhance their tool for performance evaluation . 
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Estelle Source 
Estelle Source 
I:>iagnostica 
lntennediate Fonn 
Code £or Execution Instrumented Code 
Implementation Kernel 
Trace a 
Figure 17: Architecture of the EDT System 
10.3 Veda 
Veda (JMG88] is a simulation tool for Estelle. Specifications are compiled and linked with a simu-
lation kernel to form executable code (actually Pascal, which runs on a Pascal virtual machine) . 
In Veda, special observer processes can be created, which have global access to the system 
information . Invariants can be used in observers to assist in validation . These observers must be 
specified along with the protocol specification by the user of the system. 
The Veda compiler was implemented in Prolog, making it slow. However , separate compilation 
is supported, and Veda can compile large specifications. 
Although no recent literature has appeared on Veda, it seems that Veda now supports verification 
for a subset of Estelle. This was determined from e-mail communication with one of the developers , 
but no details were available. 
Veda has many of the same goals as the early versions of the PEW, when the PEW provided no 
analytical performance methods. It is interesting that the implementation of Veda is thus so different 
from that of the PEW. The use of Prolog has eased the development of a verification engine for Veda . 
Part IV 
Examples and Discussion 
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Chapter 11 
The Alternating Bit Protocol 
In this chapter we apply the protocol performance evaluation techniques described in the thesis to 
th commonly known Alternating Bit protocol , a simple stop-and-wait protocol with a positive ac-
knowledgement. We first use the PEW to construct a simple imbedded Markov chain model of this 
protocol , and use this to obtain performance estimates. Following this we obtain performance predic-
tions using the behaviour graph technique. This requires a minor modification of the specification , 
to prevent timeouts from occurring before messages have been sent . 
The results are compared against those obtained from execution of the same specifications, and 
an indication of the time taken by each method is given . 
The execution times given in this and the next chapter were all obtained using a 25MHz 386-
based PC under MS-DOS . The times given are approximate, as other factors , such as efficiency of 
the code produced by the C compiler, all have an effect. The values given are intended more to 
show the differences (sometimes many orders of magnitude) between the simulation and analytical 
techniques . 
11. 1 The Protocol 
The AB protocol specification is given in the Appendix. The version shown is the verswn used 
for the behaviour graph, which includes some code to enforce channel blocking and thus prevent 
timeouts from occurring before a message has finished being sent with the resulting infinite growth 
in channel queues. These restrictions were not needed in the version used for the semi-Markov model 
approach . 
The AB protocol is a stop-and-wait protocol; that is , after sending a message it will stop and 
wait for a positive acknowledgement before sending the next message. There can never be more than 
one outstanding acknowledgement; nontheless, some sequence information is required to distinguish 
transmission of a new message from a retransmission of the last message. To accomplish this , the 
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-N_Datao +Timeout 
+Acko -U-Receive 
Sender Receiver 
Figure 18: AD-protocol Send and Receive FSMs 
sequence numbers 0 and l are included within messages and acknowledgements, hence the name 
Alternating Bit. FSM representations of the sender and receiver processes in the AB protocol are 
shown in Figure 18. Although the sender and receiver are separate , they can be combined into a 
single process, shown in Figure 19 . 
The AB protocol specification used for the semi-Markov model is based on this combined FSM , 
with the addition of a send indication being sent from the protocol to the user on receipt of an 
in-sequence acknowledgement , and duplicate acknowledgements or out-of-sequence data being dis-
carded. The user entity will output another send request upon receipt of a send indication. This 
means the protocol is operating at its maximum possible throughput for a particular configuration. 
The specification used for the behaviour graph approach consists of a top-level process, and three 
child processes, one for the protocol , one for the unreliable provider medium, and one for the user 
application . This specification is for an AB protocol entity in a loopback mode; that is , messages 
sent by the protocol to the provider process are returned to the protocol. The protocol is thus 
effectively communicating with a mirror image of itself. Using such a loop back specification results 
in a considerable reduction in the size of the behaviour graph and the time required to construct it . 
To enforce channel blocking (the need for which was illustrated in Section 7.4) , a second channel 
is used to indicate that the provider has completed transmission of a data frame , by OUTPUTing a 
sentData indication . The protocol includes a transition which dequeues these sentData indications 
from the provider and sets a flag . Only once this flag is set does a transition fire which starts the 
timeout clock running. We can often use such techniques to eliminate absurd cases from the search 
space of the behaviour graph method and thus decrease the time and space requirements of building 
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the graph. 
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Figure 19: Combined and reduced AB-protocol FSM 
Using a Stochastic Model 
+TimeOut 
-N_Data 
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To simplify the derivation of mapping functions, we needed to make the relationships between 
the specification's parameters and its resulting behaviour as simple as possible. A large timeout 
value was chosen to ensure that timeouts were always due to a message loss, and not due to the 
timeout value being too short. Determini~tic scheduling was also used , and the protocol transitions 
were split into two groups with the PEW compiler's transition grouping directive. The sp1it was 
made so that we could obtain matrices only for the important transitions in the sender. The receiver 
transitions have no delays, and their effect on the sender is limited to the delay and loss probabilities 
of ACK messages, which should in any case be reflected in the sender, as it blocks until an ACK is 
received . The receiver transitions could thus be ignored, as could the transition to discard duplicate 
acknowledgements . 
Using a timeout value of 12, a 20% probability of loss of data frames and a 5% probability of loss 
of acknowledgements, we executed the specification for 5000 time units (this took approximately 
seven minutes) . The resulting transition sequence count matrix T, stochastic matrix P, and holding 
time matrix D were: 
From these matrices, we determined that there is a trivial relationship between the timeout value 
and the second column of the holding time matrix. Furthermore, the stochastic matrix values in the 
third column are close to 0.76, which is the probability of a message/acknowledgement pair being 
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Arc Probability Delay 
Al 1- P[A4] Timeout 
A2 1- P[A3] Timeout 
A3 0.76 * P[t > rtd] * P[t > (2 * rtd)] 3.35 
A4 0.76 * P[t > rtd] 4.45 
A5 1 0 
Table 1: Arc Probabilities and Delays in the Model 
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sent and received without loss (that is, 0.8 * 0.95 , where 0.8 is the probability of the message being 
sent successfully, and 0.95 is the probability of the acknowledgement being sent successfully) . 
This immediately suggested how we could modify these matrices to reflect changes in the timeout 
and reliability parameters . The model we used is shown in Figure 20 , with the arc delays and 
probabilities shown in Table 1. 
If we make the timeout value very short , there is a certain probability that we will time out 
before an acknowledgement is received, even though neither the message nor the acknowledgement 
were lost. We need to incorporate the probability of this happening into the model if we are to 
predict the behaviour of the system as timeouts become shorter. 
We thus scale the probability value Pt ,3 of arc A4 by P[timeout > rtd] , where rtd is the round-
trip delay of a data frame and acknowledgement. Similarly, if the round trip delay is longer than 
twice the timeout value, we will time out twice. We thus scale the probability p2,3 of arc A3 by 
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In a really poorly configured system, there may be even more timeouts before the acknowledge-
ment arrives. However , this is not the case with the examples we have examined. The model shown 
in the figure and table is thus the model we used for all of our predictions . 
In order to determine the effect that the probability distributions have on the protocol and 
model, we executed and modelled specifications using both Poisson and exponentially distributed 
delays. We experimented with both the reliability parameter associated with data frames, and with 
the timeout value. In each case, we measured the number of unique frames sent per time unit (the 
throughput of the protocol) , and the number of timeout and retransmit transitions that occurred per 
time unit . The results are shown graphically in Figures 21-24. The measured values were obtained 
from executions using non-deterministic scheduling. The drop in measured throughput at 90% is 
not an error ; it was simply one particular execution in which execution was terminated before the 
throughput had settled down to its long-term average. 
To obtain the measurements , we wrote a simple program which output data fil es contammg 
the number of transitions, and the stochastic and holding time matrices , and then invoked the 
performance analyser to solve the resulting model. Programs such as this have been very useful 
in producing parametric performance predictions using the performance analyser , and also serve as 
useful model references. The measurements took four hours to obtain, while the predictions were 
1These probabilities were obtained with a short C program which used the same random number distribution 
routines as the PEW, and performed 1000 random selections of data frame and acknowledgement transmission times, 
maintaining a sum of the number of cases of each result . 
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obtained in less than one minute (once the program was written). 
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The model produces good results for timeouts of twelve or greater . Shorter timeouts lead to a 
fall in throughput , and eventually to the pathological case described earlier. Here the model is less 
accurate , although it does indicate the trend. Measured results showed the optimal timeout value 
to be 10, while the model predicted the slightly lower 8. 
The model can easily be refined . In particular, we have not examined the nature of the delays 
associated with the arcs A3 and A4. These delays (A4 in particular) are related to the end-to-end 
delays for data and acknowledgement frames , but will also be affected by a timeout that is too short. 
11.3 Using a Behaviour Graph 
The behaviour graph for this specification is shown in Figure 25 . The interpreter converged on 
this graph using a comparison depth of four in about 20 seconds . Using greater comparison depths 
resulted in the same graph. The total number of nodes explored was 162 , and the maximum depth 
reached was 13. The final graph has 19 nodes. 
Figure 26 shows the same behaviour graph parameterised for a timeout value of 12. The fractional 
numbers labelling the arcs are the probabilities, while the integer values are the delays. After being 
parameterised , and removing user and provider transitions and empty nodes , the graph is reduced 
to 10 nodes . 
Each execution of the graph processor for a particular set of parameters took about one second , 
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Figure 25: Behaviour Graph af the AB Specification 
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Figure 26 : Parameterised Behaviour Graph of the AB Specification 
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while the executions of the specification (each for 1000 units of simulated time) took about two 
minutes each . The protocol was executed using both constant and Poisson distributed provider 
delays , and the results compared to those predicted. The resulting transition throughput rates are 
shown in Figures 27 , 28 and 29. 
The reason for using Poisson-distributed provider delays is to show that constant delays can still 
give useful results. While the protocol throughput is slightly higher when constant delays are used, 
the differences are not great, and the trends are identical. 
As can be seen from these figures , the behaviour graph technique gives excellent performance 
predictions, and can do so faster than by running simulations, particularly once the graph has been 
built , as this is the most time- and space-consuming part of the method but needs to be done once 
only. 
11.4 Detecting Errors in a Specification 
The behaviour graph method can also be used to detect problems in a protocol specification . To 
demonstrate this , the second specification was altered to introduce livelock , by modifying the last 
transition , which resends the last acknowledgment upon receipt of an out of sequence frame. The 
resend was removed , so the transition simply discards the out of sequence frame. 
The resulting behaviour graph is shown in Figure 30. The livelock can be clear ly seen in the 
bottom five nodes of the graph . The only transition in the protocol which can execute once we enter 
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this portion of the graph is entered areal (sentData indication received) , a3 (timeout and resend) , 
and a7 (dequeue out-of-sequence data) ; the throughput thus drops to zero (which is an alternative 
way of detect ing the livelock). 
It is not necessary to draw the behaviour graph to see this type of situation. The PEW auto-
matically performs reachability analysis of a behaviour graph when it is complete , and warns the 
user of possible livelock and deadlock situations if such subgraphs are found which exclude one or 
more of the transitions in the system. 
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Figure 30: Behaviour Graph of AB Specification with Livelock 
Chapter 12 
The SLAP Protocol 
12 .1 The Protocol 
In this chapter we consider a more sophisticated protocol, the SLAP (Simple Link Access Procedure) 
protocol. This protocol is based on the X.25 link layer (LAP / B) protocol , with some simplifications . 
It is a sliding window protocol which allows for frame loss and frame corruption . The protocol 
provides a reliable end-to-end service to the user process. 
Differences from the standard LAP /B protocol include: 
• No connection management is included , as we are interested purely in the throughput once a 
connection has been established; 
• The frame reject condition has been simplified; when an out-of-sequence frame is received , any 
other data frames that are awaiting processing are discarded, a REJ frame is sent , and the 
protocol immediately returns to the normal condition; 
• No busy condition is included. This is because the busy condition depends on higher layers 
being unavailable to process frames; we are not interested in these higher layers . Flow control 
has instead been implemented using a method similar to typical implementations of the network 
layer of X.25 , namely by maintaining a number of credits in the user layer . When a frame is 
sent, a credit is used up; when an acknowledgement is received , credits are restored . Initially 
the user has as many credits as there are buffers in the sliding window . 
• No P /F bit is used . I frames always get a response, while RR and REJ frames will only get a 
response if there are I frames to be sent or resent . 
Corruption of messages is indicated by the use of a Boolean field ok within I frames . This field 
gets set or cleared randomly by the provider process. Corrupt I frames are treated as out-of-sequence 
frames . 
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The timeout mechanism for this protocol has some similarity with that used in the loopback AB 
protocol. That is, the timeout clock will only start running once the I fr ame which causes it to start 
has been sent. This allows us to use the behaviour graph technique with no modification of the 
protocol other than once again making use of a loopback specification and removing the message 
corruption code. We apply the BG method first in this chapter. 
The semi-Markov model approach is more difficult to apply and evaluate with this protocol than 
with the Alternating Bit. Part of the problem is that the degradation of the protocol's throughput 
is almost linear with increasing timeout . For timeout values of less than ten , the protocol is very 
unstable , with great variations in throughput possible between each side or between different ex-
ecutions depending on the channel queue congestion. The measured stochastic matrices also vary 
considerably in this range , with transition sequences that normally never occur occurring sporadi-
cally or even in large proportions. Because of this , we have not tried to model the behaviour of the 
protocol in this range . 
The protocol specification is given in Appendix B. This is the full version with two user and 
two protocol processes . The specification used for the behaviour graph analysis was almost identical 
except that only one user and one protocol process were used, the provider provided a loopback 
service, and message corruption was removed . We would thus expect the throughputs obtained 
using the behaviour graph to be slightly higher than those obtained from measurement , although 
this difference is very small. 
12 .2 Using a Behaviour Graph 
The PEW built a behaviour graph for the SLAP specification in under five minutes 1 , using a node 
comparison depth of four . Comparison depths of five and six were also used ; these resulted in the 
same graph . There is a discrepancy between the predicted and measured results for a timeout value 
of four that may be explained by the graph not being entirely correct; it could be that a greater 
node comparison depth would reveal some slight change. 2 However , the extra time that would be 
required to perform this check is not merited, as a timeout value of four in any case lies in the 
unstable region of the protocol, and is definitely too short. 
In building the behaviour graph, the PEW explored 872 nodes, with the greatest depth reached 
being fifteen . The final behaviour graph had 52 nodes before parameterisation. 
There are six parameters that can be experimented with using this graph , namely the three loss 
probabilities associated with the different frame types , the timeout delay, and the provider delays 
associated with the sending of I frames and control frames. As an example, we modified the timeout 
delay from 2 through to 40 , in steps of two . We also measured the performance of the specification 
using meta-executions of 10000 units each, using both Poisson and constant delays . The simulation 
1This is quite impressive when one considers the inefficient way in which the PEW currently bu.ilds such graphs . 
2 This seems the most likely explanation thus far. 
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Figure 31 : Measured Transition Throughputs for Loopback SLAP Protocol using Poisson Provider 
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Figure 33: Predicted Transition Throughputs for Loopback SLAP Protocol using Constant Provider 
Delays 
results for Poisson delays are shown in Figure 31 , those for constant delays in Figure 32, and the 
predicted results are shown in Figure 33. Each measurement took about 7 minutes , while each 
prediction took about 50 seconds. 
12.3 Using a Stochastic Model 
To build a stochastic model of this protocol is far less straightforward. We attempted to follow 
the same strategy as with the AB protocol, and concentrate on transitions related to sending . The 
transitions chosen were: 
• The provider becoming ready. This was chosen as this transition is responsible for starting the 
timeout clock running; 
• The timeout transition itself; 
• A send request being received from the user . As an acknowledgment can be handled in several 
transitions , but always results in the user issuing another send request , this transition was 
chosen instead of the others to indicate that a frame was successfully transmitted; 
• The two transitions which OUTPUT I frames. The first of these is an unsolicited transfer (low 
priority) , while the second is in response to peer events , and is used as an acknowledgement 
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as well as an I frame transmission. This has a higher priority; thus , unsolicited transmission 
of I frames will only occur if there are no frames from the peer that must be dealt with. 
These are the first five body transitions of the protocol specification as given in the Appendix. 
Executing the specification with a timeout value of twenty resulted in the stochastic and holding 
time matrices: 
0.171 0.073 0.273 0.319 0.163 4.0 12. 1. 0.025 0. 
0.186 0.000 0.000 0.814 0.000 0.5 0 
P= 0.852 0.000 0.001 0.147 0.000 D= 2.8 0 0 
0.681 0.000 0.320 0.000 0.000 4.0 0.25 
0.427 0.000 0.573 0.000 0.000 3.5 1.3 
Unfortunately, there is no clear correspondence here between specification parameters and the 
matrices. We thus executed the same specification with a timeout of 40 , to see how the matrix would 
change. The new stochastic matrix is: 
0.220 0.073 0.236 0.333 0.140 
0.115 0.000 0.000 0.884 0.000 
P= 0.862 0.000 0.002 0.136 0.000 
0.621 0.000 0.380 0.000 0.000 
0.433 0.000 0.567 0.000 0.000 
The only significant changes in the holding time matrix were in the first two entries in tJ!e first 
row. The delay of 4 changed to 7, while that of 12 changed to 23 , approximately double in each 
case. The major differences in the stochastic matrix were in the first , second, and fourth rows . 
Unlike the AB model where the relationships between loss probabilities and probabilities in the 
stochastic matrix were obvious, in this case they are not. For our model , we decided to keep the 
third and fifth rows of the matrix constant, while assuming the entries in the other rows to be linear 
functions of the timeout value. We also made the two delays that change linearly dependent on the 
timeout, while keeping the rest constant. The stochastic matrix we derived (where tis the timeout) , 
IS: 
.1 + .0035t .0735 .32- .0022t .32 .19- .0013t 
1- P2 ,4 0 0 0.74 + .00365t 0 
P= 0.85 0 0 0.15 0 
1- P4 ,3 0 0.25 + .0325t 0 0 
0.426 0 0.574 0 0 
The holding time matrix is : 
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The measured and predicted results for the specification are shown in Figures 34 and 35. Each 
measurement took 15 minutes, while each prediction took less than one second . The predicted results 
are good, particularly for timeout values of greater than 10 (below this , the protocol's performance 
degrades, something the model fails to predict). Nontheless , the example is disappointing due to 
the near-linear behaviour for larger timeouts. 
12.4 Conclusion 
The behaviour graph method once again gives good results. This is to be expected due to the nature 
of the method. This does not make it necessarily superior to using an anlytical model, as the latter 
is far more general and unrestricted an approach . 
The fact that the behaviour of the protocol is nearly linear leads to the question of whether the 
semi-Markov model produced reasonable results simply because of the linear interpolations used on 
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delays and probabilities in the matrix. In defense , it should be noted that the throughputs tend 
asymptotically to zero rather than degrading linearly, and this can be seen in the predictions as well. 
The model as given cannot be used for any arbitrary timeout value. Very large timeout values 
will result in some of the probabilities becoming negative , so there is a limit to its usefulness. Even 
so, the example serves to illustrate how we can build models to approximate the performance of a 
more complex protocol and obtain performance predictions much faster than running simulations . 
Chapter 13 
Discussion and Conclusion 
This thesis has presented a tool for protocol engineering based on Estelle specifications . This tool 
is but one of many, some of which were described in chapter 10. There are a number of features of 
the PEW which , together or individually, distinguish it from other tools: 
• the use of Estelle as the description technique; 
• the use of a meta-implementation of the specification language; 
• the extra facilities included to aid in modelling characteristics of protocol systems; 
• the parametric execution capabilities; 
• the generation of information for use in building stochastic models of specified systems; 
• the stochastic modelling method itself; 
• the behaviour graph technique for performance prediction and protocol checking. 
In the next section , we summarise the advantages and disadvantages of the performance evalu-
ation methods we have presented. As some of the weaknesses are due to the use of Estelle, a brief 
critique of Estelle is also given . We end by describing some of the possible future directions in which 
this work (and the PEW) can be taken . 
13.1 Evaluation of the Methods 
13.1.1 The Semi-Markov Model Method 
The approach of deriving semi-Markov models from the transition sequence matrices output by the 
PEW has the following advantages: 
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• the models are generally small (particularly as only a subset of transitions is usually chosen), 
and predictions can thus be made very rapidly in comparison with simulation; 
• the technique is general and places no absolute restrictions on the systems that can be handled 
(on the other hand , imposing restrictions such as deterministic scheduling on the systems may 
simplify the task of determining mapping functions) ; 
• the entire approach can , in principle , be automated , by using interpolation between the known 
individual holding time and stochastic matrix entries of a small set of matrices measured from 
executions. The technique as currently implemented in the PEW is a semi-automatic one , 
which does have the benefit of allowing a more heuristic approach to determine the mapping 
functions than just using interpolation . 
The drawback of the approach is that suitable mapping functions must be determined and there 
is no guaranteed algorithm for this; interpolation can be used as an approximate algorithm, while 
our approach has generally been to perform a small set of executions and then examine the results 
and construct approximate mapping functions by hand. This is an area in which further research 
may yield interesting and useful results. 
13.1.2 The Behaviour Graph Method 
The behaviour graph method has the following advantages: 
• it allows the checking of safety properties as a side-effect; 
• it produces highly accurate performance predictions; 
• it works with implementation-oriented specifications. 
The drawbacks of the method are: 
• The state-explosion problem. Furthermore, the implementation of BG building in the PEW 
is highly inefficient , which forced us to use loopback mode specifications in order to obtain a 
graph in a reasonable amount of time. 
• The modifications that must be made to a specification. These are mostly required to ensure 
the number of global system states is finite . If a more suitable language than Estelle were used 
many of these restrictions could possibly be lifted . 
• The constant delay restriction when parameterising the graph . Again, this is to reduce the 
state explosion problem. The method could easily be extended to geometrically distributed 
delays but the resulting parameterised graphs would be much larger. 
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13 .2 Protocol Engineering and Estelle 
As there are now international standards for FDTs , it is more appropriate to use one of these 
standards than to develop a proprietary system1 There are an increasing number of protocols being 
specified in Estelle by researchers around the world ; these existing specifications can be used by the 
PEW with a minimal amount of modification . These and other reasons resulted in the choice of 
Estelle as the specification technique on which to base this investigation. In the process we have 
learnt some lessons about the strengths and weaknesses of Estelle. 
There are a number of characteristics of Estelle that are either restrictive or ' unnatural ' when 
it comes to specifying, and more particularly, modelling communication protocols . The PEW has 
attempted to address a number of these by using compiler directives , and more can still be done. 
In our experience with Estelle , we have found the following characteristics the most restrictive: 
• the FIFO-only nature of interaction queues ; 
• the asynchronous message passing mechanism; 
• the unbounded nature of message queues; 
• the use of Pascal as a language base;2 
• the fact that Estelle statements are not allowed within procedures and functions (that 1s , 
procedures and functions in a specification may use Pascal constructs only). 
Some of these deserve further elaboration. The FIFO nature of the queues has been dealt with in 
the PEW by introducing priority and random queueing as options. These are necessary to elegantly 
model expedited data and packet reordering. 
The problems that can result from the unbounded nature of queues and the asynchronous message 
passing mechanism have been described before. The PEW includes a command line argument 
which will enforce a simple form of channel blocking by restricting the capacity of queues to single 
interactions, but this is not an ideal solution to the problem. 
The use of Pascal as a language base makes it difficult to specify features such as variable length 
data frames in such a way that the specification can still be compiled and executed or translated 
into an implementation. Variable length frames are specified in Estelle using the ANY constant type, 
but this is unsuitable for handling by a compiler. 
The restrictions imposed upon procedures and functions are more an irritation than senous 
drawbacks. There have been several occasions where we could have reduced the size of Estelle 
specifications had we been able to include OUTPUT statements within procedures. 
1 Actually, this is an issue on which not everyone agrees, but there are many advantages to standardising on open 
standards. 
2 Again, we must tread lightly here! 
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In Estelle's defense, it must be noted that it was designed as a specification language, and not 
for implementation or simulation. The fact that it has been used for these other applications is a 
favourable comment on the language. Estelle also has a number of desirable characteristi cs , most 
notably the ease of use and power of the state transition construct. 
Being an ISO standard does not make Estelle a static entity. The ISO committees regularly 
consider submissions for modifications to standards, and there have been a number of suggestions 
put forward for Estelle, including the rendezvous mechanism of Estelle* . Some of these criticisms 
may no longer apply to future versions of Estelle. 
13.3 Further Work 
The work that has been described in this thesis sho':lld thus be seen in the context of the long-term 
goals of the PEW project . We would like to build a protocol engineering tool capable of protocol 
specification, testing, verification and performance analysis, all using a single formal description 
technique. The foundation for such a tool has now been laid . The PEW provides a compiler and 
interpreter which allows the syntactic and semantic checking of a specification, and its performance 
evaluation through various approaches. There are many directions in which this can now be taken 
further. 
The most pressing area for further research into the application of the semi-Markov process 
models is to find improved ways of deriving the mapping functions. The clause-effect trace described 
in Chapter 9 was added to explore this problem further . Our aim is to use this information to derive a 
set of relationships between the transitions in the system, and use these relationships to to determine 
mapping functions. Whether this will be possible remains to be seen; the amount of information 
collated is enormous and the problem may be intractable. Even so, the investigation into the use of 
this information may have other interesting results . 
The tool for deriving stochastic and holding-time matrices from execution traces (Section 9.4) 
has been ver·y useful in building semi-Markov models , and a number of other ways of processing 
the execution trace information could be added to it . For example, consider transition A which 
follows B 50 times and C 60 times . A can in turn be followed by E 50 times, F 30 times, and G 
30 times. By examining more than just consecutive transition pairs , we may find a more explicit 
form of this information such as : when transition B precedes A then A will be followed by E, while 
when C precedes A then A will be followed by F 50% of the time and G 50% of the time. By 
augmenting this tool to allow it to collate information on sequences of length greater than two, we 
could construct more sophisticated models. 
The behaviour graph technique shows that the fields of verification (using state exploration 
techniques) and performance analysis may be fruitfully combined . The high cost of verification 
means that other performance evaluation strategies will still be important , but if a performance 
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model such as the behaviour graph can be created as a by-product of a state-space search for 
verification this could be very useful. 
The behaviour graph technique may also have potential in the area of conformance testing. It is 
easy to determine admissible sequences of interaction exchanges from a behaviour graph , or to check 
that a trace of the system corresponds to some path through the graph . This is an area which we 
have not yet touched upon but which appears to hold considerable promise. 
It would be interesting to examine a hybrid approach , in which the same restrictions used for 
behaviour graphs are enforced, and a semi-Markov model is built with states corresponding to the 
different possible deterministic subsequences of transitions (that is, the different possible types of 
nodes in the behaviour graph) . It may be easier to determine mapping functions for such a model 
than it is with the current approach. 
• the automatic generation of user and provider processes , given the characteristics that these 
processes should have; 
• when deadlock or livelock is detected in a behaviour graph, the sequence of events that leads 
to this situation could be printed out; 
• the imbedded Markov chain models currently used are just one possible approach. Other 
stochastic modelling methods could possibly be used in conjunction with the PEW as well ; 
• the techniques we have described should be applicable to other finite-state machine-based 
specification languages such as SOL. It may be possible to have compilers for more than 
one language all generating code targetted at a single back-end tool for simulation, testing , 
verification and performance evaluation. 
Part V 
Appendices 
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Appendix A 
The Alternating Bit Protocol 
{ THE ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL: SINGLE MACHINE IMPLEMENTATION } 
SPECIFICATION AB_Example; TIMESCALE SECONDS; 
CONST 
TYPE 
Timeout = 12 ; 
data_packet_len = 1; { for simplicity 
u_data_type ~ array[1 .. data_packet_len] of char; 
seq_type = 0 .. 1; 
ndata_type = RECORD 
data: u_data_type; 
seq: seq_type; 
END; 
} 
{••····································································· 
Channel definitions: there are tvo types of channels, one to 
connect user processes to AB processes, and another to connect 
AB processes into the network process. 
······································································••} 
CHANNEL u_access_point(user, provider); 
BY user: 
send_request(udata:u_data_type); 
BY provider: 
receive_response(udata:u_data_type); 
send_indication; 
CHANNEL p_access_point(user, provider); 
BY user: 
data_request(ndata:ndata_type); 
ACK_request(ndata :ndata_type); 
BY provider: 
data_indication(ndata:ndata_type); 
ACK_indication(ndata:ndata_type); 
CHANNEL p_block(user,provider); 
BY provider: 
sentData; 
{••···································································· 
PROVIDER MODULE 
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The provider module passes along requests from one AB process to 
the other, not necessarily reliably. 
·····································································••} 
MODULE provider_type SYSTEMPROCESS ; 
IP p: p_access_point(provider) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
pp:p_block(provider) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
END; 
BODY provider_body FOR provider_type ; 
TYPE 
provStatus = (SendingACK, SendingData, Free) ; 
VAR 
Busy : provStatus; 
DelayTime : INTEGER; 
INITIALIZE 
TRANS 
NAME pl: 
NAME p2 : 
BEGIN 
Busy:=Free; 
END; 
PROVIDED Busy=Free 
WHEN p.ACK_request 
BEGIN 
{$R95} OUTPUT p.ACK_indication(ndata); 
Busy := SendingACK; 
END; 
WHEN p.data_request 
BEGIN 
{ PRANDOM generates a random number 
usin~ an approximate Poisson distribution } 
DelayT1me := PRANDOM(1 , 1,10); 
{$R90} OUTPUT p.data_indication(ndata); 
Busy := SendingData; 
DelayTime := PRANDOM(1,3,10); 
END; 
NAME p3: 
NAME p4: 
PROVIDED Busy=SendingACK 
DELAY (DelayTime) 
BEGIN 
Busy := Free; 
END; 
PROVIDED Busy=SendingData 
DELAY (DelayTime) 
BEGIN 
Busy :• Free; 
OUTPUT pp.SentData; { Indicate to protocol that 
timeout clock should start } 
END; 
END; 
{••··································································· 
ALTERNATING BIT MODULE BODY 
····································································••} 
MODULE alternating_bit_type SYSTEMPROCESS; 
IP u: u_access_point(provider) COMMON QUEUE; 
p: p_access_point(user) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
pp:p_block(user)INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
END; 
BODY alternating_bit_body FOR alternating_bit_type; 
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TYPE 
VAR 
msg_type • RECORD 
msgdata: u_data_type; 
msgseq: seq_type; 
END; 
send_seq, recv_seq: seq_type; 
send_msg, recv_msg: msg_type; 
npdu: ndata_type; 
Ticking: BOOLEAN; 
STATE 
ACK_Wait, Estab; 
PROCEDURE format_data_packet(msg: msg_type; VAR npdu:ndata_type); 
BEGIN 
END; 
npdu.data : = msg.msgdata; 
npdu.seq := msg.msgseq; 
PROCEDURE format_ack_packet(msg: ndata_type; VAR npdu :ndata_type); 
BEGIN 
npdu.seq := msg . seq; 
END; 
INITIALIZE 
TO Estab 
BEGIN 
send_seq ·= 0; 
recv_seq := 0; 
Ticking := FALSE; 
END; 
{****************** SEND TRANSITIONS ***************************} 
{ Start timeout clock ticking once data frame has been sent } 
TRANS 
WHEN pp.sentData 
NAME al: 
BEGIN 
Ticking :"" TRUE; 
END; 
{ Get user data, buffer and send } 
TRANS 
FROM Estab TO ACK_Wait 
WHEN u.send_request 
NAME a2: 
BEGIN 
send_msg.msgdata:• udata; 
send_msg.msgseq :• send_seq; 
format_data_packet(send_msg,npdu); 
OUTPUT p.data_request(npdu); 
END; 
{ Timeout and retransmit ... } 
TRANS 
PROVIDED Ticking 
DELAY (Timeout) 
NAME a3: 
BEGIN 
format_data_packet(send_msg,npdu); 
OUTPUT p.data_request(npdu); 
Ticking :• FALSE; 
END; 
{ Receive ACK for packet; unbuffer and return to ESTAB state } 
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TRANS 
WHEN p.ACK_indication 
PROVIDED (ndata.seq = send_seq) 
FROM ACK_Wait TO Estab 
NAME a4 : 
BEGIN 
send_seq := (send_seq+l) MOD 2; 
OUTPUT u.send_indication; 
Ticking := FALSE; 
END; 
{ Discard duplicate ACKs } 
PROVIDED OTHERWISE 
NAME aS: 
BEGIN 
END; 
{ Received correct data; buffer it for user and send ACK } 
TRANS 
WHEN p.data_indication 
PROVIDED (ndata.seq = recv_seq) 
NAME a6 : 
BEGIN 
OUTPUT u.receive_response(ndata.data); 
foraat_ack_packet(ndata,npdu); 
OUTPUT p.ACK_request(npdu); {send ACK} 
recv_seq :~ (recv_seq+l) MOD 2; 
END; 
{ Received out-of-sequence data ; resend last ACK } 
PROVIDED (ndata.seq <> recv_seq) 
NAME a7: 
BEGIN 
foraat_ack_packet(ndata,npdu); 
OUTPUT p.ACK_request(npdu); {send ACK} 
END; 
END ; { OF AB body } 
{••·································································· 
USER MODULE BODY 
···································································••} 
MODULE user_type SYSTEMPROCESS; 
IP u: u_access_point(user) COMMON QUEUE; 
END; 
BODY user_body FOR user_type; 
VAR 
data_pack: u_data_type; 
first: BOOLEAN ; 
INITIALIZE 
BEGIN 
first :• TRUE; 
END; 
TRANS 
PROVIDED first 
Naae uO: 
BEGIN 
first ·• FALSE; 
END; 
TRANS 
OUTPUT u . send_request(data_pack); 
WHEN u.receive_response { data received froa AB } 
NAME ul: 
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BEGIN 
{ just dequeue it } 
END ; 
WHEN u .send_indication { Just send another} 
NAME u2: 
BEGIN 
END; 
END; 
OUTPUT u.send_request(data_pack) ; 
{••·································································· 
SPECIFICATION BODY 
··································································•••} 
MODVAR 
user: user_type; 
alternating_bit: alternating_bit_type ; 
provider: provider_type; 
INITIALIZE 
BEGIN 
END. 
!NIT provider WITH provider_body; 
!NIT user WITH user_body; 
!NIT alternating_bit WITH alternating_bit_body; 
CONNECT user.u TO alternating_bit.u; 
CONNECT alternating_bit.p TO provider . p; 
CONNECT alternating_bit.pp TO provider.pp; 
END; 
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The SLAP Protocol 
{••······················································ 
SLAP - Simple Link Access Procedure/Balanced Protocol 
This protocol specification is for a simple link layer 
protocol based on LAP-B. The protocol has a siailar logical 
behaviour to LAP-B, but vith the following differences: 
i) No unusual error conditions are alloved. 
Erroneous frames vould be treated as lost. There is thus no 
FRMERR frame type, and no error condition . 
ii) No BUSY condition 
No BUSY condition is supported either , and the user 
process is alvays able to receive fraaes . Flov control 
vith the user process is done by giving the user a number 
of ' credits '. The number of outstandin~ acknowledgements 
can be no more than the number of cred1ts. This is the 
same as the vindov size. This type of flov control is more 
like the netvork layer of X.25. 
ii) No connection management. 
SLAP assumes that a permanent virtual circuit is maintained . This 
is more because ve are interested in throughput than for any 
other reason . 
iii ) No P/F bit 
SLAP does not make use of a poll/final bit. I frames alvays get 
a response , vhile RR and REJ frames vill only get a response 
if there are frames to be sent or resent . 
This version also allovs for message corruption as vell as aessage 
loss. 
·······························································••} 
SPECIFICATION SLAP_spec ; TIMESCALE SECONDS; 
CONST 
TYPE 
ep_lov = 1; 
ep_hi~h,. 2; 
vin_s1ze = 2; 
Buffer_Limit,. 1; 
Last_Seq_Num,. 7; 
Timeout "' 20 ; 
{ Windov_Size-1 } 
{ 0 .. 7 } 
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cep_type = ep_low .. ep_high; 
data_type = integer; 
seq_type • O .. Last_Seq_Num; 
{••····································································· 
Channel definitions: there are three types of channels, one to 
connect application processes to SLAP processes, another to 
connect SLAP processes into the provider process, and a third 
to indicate to the protocol that the provider is available. 
······································································••} 
CHANNEL user_slap_chan(user_role, slap_role); 
BY user_role : 
send_request(data:data_type); 
BY slap_role : 
send_ indication; 
receive_response; 
CHANNEL slap_net_chan(slap_role, net_role); 
BY slap_role, net_role: 
RR(send_seq:seq_type; recv_seq:seq_type); 
REJ(send_seq:seq_type; recv_seq:seq_type); 
I(send_seq : seq_type; recv_seq:seq_type; data:data_type; ok:BOOLEAN); 
CHANNEL ProvState_chan(slap_role, net_role); 
BY net_role: 
provReady; 
{••···································································· 
PROVIDER MODULE 
The provider module passes along requests from one protocol process 
to the other, not necessarily reliably . 
·····································································••} 
MODULE provider_type SYSTEMPROCESS; 
IP n: ARRAY[cep_type] OF slap_net_chan(net_role) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
pp: ARRAY[cep_type] OF provState_chan(net_role) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
END ; 
BODY provider_body FOR provider_type; 
TYPE 
provStatus = (NotSending, SendingData, SendingCtl) ; 
VAR 
state12, state21 provStatus; 
delay12 , delay21 : INTEGER; 
INITIALIZE 
BEGIH 
state12 ·• HotSending; 
state21 := NotSending ; 
EHD; 
TRAMS 
PROVIDED state12•HotSending 
WHEH n[l] . RR 
BEGIH 
EHD; 
{$R95} OUTPUT n[2].RR(send_seq,recv_seq); 
delay12 :• PRAHDOM(1,1,10); 
state12 :• SendingCtl; 
WHEN n[l] .REJ 
BEGIN 
EHD; 
{$R95} OUTPUT n[2].REJ(send_seq,recv_seq); 
delay12 ·• PRAHDOM(1,1,10); 
state12 :• SendingCtl; 
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WHEN n[1]. I 
BEGIN 
IF (random(100)<5) THEN ok:=FALSE; { corrupt } {$R90} OUTPUT n[2].I(send_seq,recv_seq,data,ok) ; 
delay12 :• PRANDOM(1,4,10) ; 
state12 :• SendingData; 
END · 
PROVIDED state12=SendingCtl 
DELAY (delay12 ) 
BEGIN 
OUTPUT pp[1].provReady; 
state12 := NotSending; 
END; 
PROVIDED state12=SendingData 
DELAY (delay12 ) 
TRANS 
BEGIN 
OUTPUT pp[1].provReady; 
state12 := NotSending; 
END; 
PROVIDED state21=NotSending 
WHEN n[2].RR 
BEGIN 
END; 
{$R95} OUTPUT n[1].RR(send_seq,recv_seq); 
delay21 :• PRANDOM(1,1,10); 
state21 :• SendingCtl; 
WHEN n[2].REJ 
BEGIN {$R95} OUTPUT n[1].REJ(send_seq , recv_seq) ; 
delay21 :• PRANDOM(1,1,10); 
state21 :• SendingCtl; 
END; 
WHEN n[2] . I 
END ; 
BEGIN 
IF (randoa(100)<5) THEN ok:•FALSE; { corrupt } 
{$R90} OUTPUT n[1].I(send_seq,recv_seq ,data ,ok); 
delay21 :• PRANDOM(1,4,10); 
state21 :• SendingData; 
PROVIDED state21=SendingCtl 
DELAY (delay21) 
BEGIN 
OUTPUT pp[2].provReady; 
state21 :• NotSending; 
END; 
PROVIDED state21=SendingData 
DELAY (delay21) 
END ; 
BEGIN 
OUTPUT pp[2].provReady ; 
state21 · • NotSending; 
END; 
{••···································································· 
THE SIMPLE LINK ACCESS PROCEDURE/BALANCED PROTOCOL 
·····································································••} 
MODULE SLAP_type SYSTEMPROCESS(cep_id: cep_type); 
IP a : user_slap_chan(slap_role) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
n: slap_net_chan(slap_role) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE ; 
pp : ProvState_chan(slap_role) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
END ; 
BODY SLAP_body FOR SLAP_type; 
CONST 
win_top = 1; { win_size-1 } 
msg_buf_size • 20 ; 
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TYPE 
VAR 
STATE 
ClockState 2 (Running, Stopped, Expired); 
sv, rv:INTEGER; { Send/receive sequence numbers } 
Clock: ClockState; 
send_win_in, send_win_out, send_win_now: INTEGER; 
unsent_count, send_count, lastACK, ACKSdue:INTEGER ; 
send_win: ARRAY[O .. win_top] OF data_type; 
sent_frame, provAvail: BOOLEAN; 
NRML, REJ; 
{•••······························································· UTILITY ROUTINES 
·································································••} 
{ 1 is a debugging routine, used to print useful info and distinguish 
the two sides by printing on the left or right of the page } 
PROCEDURE 1; 
BEGIN 
END; 
IF cep_id=2 THEN WRITE(' '); 
WRITELN('s_win_in=',send_win_in,' s_win_out=',send_win_out,' 
s_count=',send_count); 
IF cep_id=2 THEN WRITE(' 
WRITELN('unsent_count=',unsent_count, • 
IF cep_id=2 THEN WRITE(' 
. ) ; 
sv=' ,sv,, rv= ' ,rv); 
. ) ; 
FUNCTION process_ACK(send_seq, recv_seq:INTEGER) : INTEGER; 
VAR 
BEGIN 
END; 
ACK_count:INTEGER; 
{ Determine how many frames were acknowledged } 
ACK_count := recv_seq-lastACK; 
IF ACK_count<O THEN ACK_count :• ACK_count+B; 
process_ACK :• ACK_count; 
{ Move forward in the send window } 
1; WRITELN(ACK_count,' frames acknowledged'); 
IF (ACK_count>O) AND (ACK_count<=ACKSdue) THEN BEGIN 
lastACK :• recv_seq; 
END; 
send_count :• send_count - ACK_count; 
send_win_out :• (send_win_out + ACK_count) MOD win_size; 
ACKSdue :• ACKSdue - ACK_count; 
Clock := Stopped; 
PROCEDURE resend(send_seq, recv_seq:INTEGER); 
VAR 
BEGIN 
END; 
resend_count:INTEGER; 
resend_count := sv-recv_seq; 
IF resend_count<O THEN resend_count:•resend_count+B; 
IF (resend_count>O) AND (resend_count<=win_size) THEN BEGIN 
1; WRITELN('Resending ',resend_count,' frames'); 
unsent_count :• unsent_count+resend_count; 
sv := recv_seq; 
send_win_now := send_win_now - resend_count; 
ACKSdue := ACKSdue-resend_count; 
IF (send_win_now<O) 
THEN send_win_now := send_win_now + win_size; 
END ELSE BEGIN 
1; WRITELN('resend count zero; sv•',sv,' recv_seq=',recv_seq) ; 
END; 
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PROCEDURE process_NAK(send_seq:INTEGER; recv_seq:INTEGER) ; 
BEGIN 
resend (send_seq, recv_seq); 
END ; 
PROCEDURE update_info; { Called after sending an I frame } 
BEGIN 
END; 
l;WRITELN('Sent I(',sv, ', ',rv,') '); 
sv := (sv+1) MOD 8; 
send_win_now :• (send_win_now + 1) MOD win_size ; 
unsent_count := unsent_count-1; 
ACKSdue : = ACKSdue + 1; 
{*********** INITIALIZATION ***************************} 
INITIALIZE 
TO NRML 
BEGIN 
END; 
lastACK := 0; 
ACKSdue .,. 0; 
rv := 0; 
sv : = 0 ; 
send_count := 0; { Number of frames in window } 
unsent_count := 0; { Number of frames to send } 
send_win_in := 0; 
send_win_out := 0; 
send_win_now := 0; 
Clock :• Stopped; 
provAvail := TRUE; 
sent_frame :• FALSE; 
{••································································· PROVIDER BECOMES AVAILABLE 
··································································••} 
TRANS 
WHEN pp.provReady 
BEGIN 
END; 
IF (ACKSdue > 0) AND (Clock = Stopped) THEN BEGIN 
l;WRITELN('Started clock'); 
Clock :• Running; 
END; 
provAvail := TRUE; 
l;WRITELN( ' Channel cleared'); 
{••································································· TIMEOUT 
··································································••} 
TRANS 
PROVIDED Clock=Running 
DELAY (Timeout) 
BEGIN 
Clock := Expired; 
END; 
{••··························································· SERVICE FOR UPPER LAYER 
····························································••} 
TRANS 
PRIORITY 30 { Second lowest priority } 
WHEN a.send_request 
BEGIN 
send_win[send_win_in] :• data; 
send_win_in := (send_win_in+1) MOD win_size; 
send_count := send_count+1; 
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unsent_count : = unsent_count+1; 
1; WRITELN('Got send_req ',send_win_in); 
END; 
{•••········································································· UNSOLICITED INFORMATION TRANSFER 
···········································································••} 
TRANS 
PRIORITY 40 { Unsolicited data transfer is lowest priority } 
FROM NRML 
PROVIDED (unsent_count>O) AND provAvail 
BEGIN 
END; 
OUTPUT n.I(sv,rv,send_win[send_win_now],TRUE); 
provAvail :s FALSE; 
update_info; 
{••····································································· HANDLING OF IN SEQUENCE I-FRAMES 
······································································••} 
TRANS 
FROM NRML 
PRIORITY 30 
WHEN n . I 
{ Got I frame to send, received I frame in sequence } 
PROVIDED (unsent_count>O) AND (rv•send_seq) AND (ok=TRUE) AND provAvail 
BEGIN 
END; 
OUTPUT a.receive_response; 
l;WRITELN('Dequeue I(',send_seq,',',recv_seq,') '); 
IF (process_ACK(send_seq,recv_seq)>O) THEN 
sent_frame :• TRUE; 
rv := (rv+l) MOD 8; 
OUTPUT n.I(sv,rv,send_win[send_win_now] ,TRUE); 
update_info; 
provAvail := FALSE; 
{ No I frame to send, received I frame in sequence } 
PROVIDED (unsent_count=O) AND (rvssend_seq) AND (ok=TRUE) AND provAvail 
BEGIN 
END; 
OUTPUT a.receive_response; . 
l;WRITELN('Dequeue I(',send_seq,',',recv_seq,') '); 
IF (process_ACK(send_seq,recv_seq)>O) THEN 
sent_frame :• TRUE; 
rv :• (rv+l) MOD 8; 
OUTPUT n.RR(sv,rv); 
1; WRITELN('14 Sent RR(',sv,',',rv,')'); 
provAvail := FALSE; 
{••··································································· HANDLING OF OUT-OF-SEQUENCE/CORRUPT I-FRAMES 
····································································••} 
{ When an out-of-sequence/corrupt frame is received, we go into the REJ state. 
We trash any incoming I frames on the data channel, and then send a REJ 
requesting retransmission. } 
TRANS 
PRIORITY 30 
FROM NRML TO REJ 
WHEN n.I 
PROVIDED (rv<>send_seq) OR (ok•FALSE) 
BEGIN 
l;IF ok THEN WRITELN('Dequeued out of sequence I(', 
send_seq,', ', recv_seq,') expected ', rv) 
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TRANS 
TRANS 
END; 
PRIORITY 10 
FROM REJ TO REJ 
WHEN n.I 
BEGIN 
ELSE WRITELN( ' Dequeued corrupt I(',send_seq, ',', 
recv_seq, ') expected ', rv); 
l;WRITELN('Trashed I(',send_seq,',',recv_seq,') ') ; 
END; { dequeue I frames } 
PRIORITY 20 
FROM REJ TO NRML 
PROVIDED provAvail 
BEGIN 
END; 
OUTPUT n.REJ(sv,rv); 
1; WRITELN('Sent REJ( ', sv,',',rv, ') '); 
provAvail := FALSE; 
{••··························································· HANDLING OF OTHER PROVIDER EVENTS 
····························································••} 
TRANS 
{ Response to physical layer events } 
FROM NRML 
PRIORITY 20 
WHEN n.RR 
BEGIN 
l;WRITELN('Dequeue RR(',send_seq,',',recv_seq,') '); 
IF (process_ACK(send_seq,recv_seq)>O) THEN 
sent_frame :• TRUE; 
END; 
WHEN n.REJ 
BEGIN 
END; 
l;WRITELN('Dequeue REJ( ', send_seq, ' , ',recv_seq, ') '); 
IF (process_ACK(send_seq,recv_seq)>O) THEN 
sent_frame :• TRUE; 
process_NAK(send_seq,recv_seq); 
{••································································· SEND INDICATION 
··································································••} 
TRANS 
PROVIDED sent_frame 
BEGIN 
END; 
OUTPUT a.send_indication; 
sent_frame := FALSE; 
{••································································· HANDLE TIMEOUT 
··································································••} 
{We treat the timeout as a REJ, and resend last I fraae if there is one } 
TRANS 
PRIORITY 15 
PROVIDED (Clock=Expired) 
BEGIN 
IF (ACKSdue>O) THEN BEGIN 
l;WRITELN('TIMED OUT!'); 
END; 
IF sv•O THEN process_NAK(rv,7) 
ELSE process_NAK(rv,sv-1); 
Clock := Stopped; { stop until resend takes place } 
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END; 
END; { of Protocol body } 
{••·································································· 
USER MODULE BODY 
···································································••} 
MODULE user_type SYSTEMPROCESS(cep_id: cep_type); 
IP a: user_slap_chan(user_role) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
END; 
BODY user_body FOR user_type; 
CONST 
VAR 
MinPollDelay = 5; 
MaxPollDelay s 40; 
MinSendDelay 5; 
MaxSendDelay 40; 
credit : INTEGER; 
INITIALIZE 
BEGIN 
credit := 2; 
END; 
TRANS { Dequeue and discard incoming frames } 
WHEN a.receive_response 
BEGIN 
IF (cep_id=2) THEN WRITE(' '); 
WRITELN('User discards receive_response'); 
TRANS { 
{ 
TRANS { 
END; 
END; 
Occasionally send data } 
DELAY (MinSendDelay,MaxSendDelay) 
As the above line is commented out, ve always 
send another frame immediately ve have credit. } 
PROVIDED credit>O 
BEGIN 
OUTPUT a.send_request(random(80)); 
credit :• credit- 1; 
IF (cep_id=2) THEN WRITE(' '); 
WRITELN('User outputs send request, credit ',credit); 
END; 
Message vas sent successfully; get credit } 
WHEN a.send_indication 
BEGIN 
END; 
credit := credit + 1; 
IF (cep_id•2) THEN WRITE(' 
WRITELN('User got send indication, 
) ) ; 
credit ',credit); 
{••·································································· 
SPECIFICATION BODY 
···································································••} 
MODVAR 
app: ARRAY[cep_type] OF user_type; 
SLAP: ARRAY[cep_type] OF SLAP_type; 
provider: provider_type; 
INITIALIZE 
VAR 
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EHD . 
child: cep_type; 
BEGIH {$01 Disable WRITEs} 
!HIT provider WITH provider_body ; 
FOR child:•eE_lov TO ep_high DO BEGIH 
!HIT applchild] WITH user_body(child) ; 
EHD; 
EHD; 
!HIT SLAP[child] WITH SLAP_body(child) ; 
COHHECT app[child].a TO SLAP[child].a ; 
COHHECT SLAP[child] .n TO provider .n[child]; 
COHHECT SLAP[child] .pp TO provider.pp[child]; 
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